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FLORIDA LEGlSLATURE - REGULAR SESSION - 1982
05/26/82

09119

02/11/82 SENATE
02/17/82 SENAlE
02/26/82 SENA TE
03/02/112 SENATE
03/03/82 �lNATE
03/25/82 SENA TE

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS

PAGE 188

EXTENSltri O F TlHE GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDlClARY-<:RIHINAL
EXTENSlON OF TIHE GRANT ED COHHITTEE JUOlClARY-<:RlHlNAL
ON COHHITTEE AGENDA- JUOIClARY-CRlHINAL 3/02/82 2 PH
RH C
COHH. REPORT: FAVORABLE WlTH AM END. BY
JUOlClARY-C RlHINAL -SJ 00296
NOW lN RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00296
DIED IN COHHITTEE, IDEN.ISIH • ./COHPA-RE
.. �ILL PASSED ,
REFER T O H S 3 10 IC�. 82-1501

S 0573 GENERAL BILL BY JENNINGS !COMPARE H 0-,93, H 0778 , H 1109, S 08941
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; PROVIDES FOR IIIENNIAL DETERHINATlON BY VETERAN &
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DEPT. OF HOST COST EFFECTIVE ENERGY-SAVINGS EQUIPMENT
& THERMAL EFF ICIENCY TECH'IIQUES; AUTHORIZES fl�. HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
TO PURCHASE ENERGY CONSERVAllON LOANS, ETC. AHENDS CHS. 553, 420.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/22/82 SENATE FILED
01/26/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC , COHHUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AF FAIRS -SJ 00072
02/0�/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COM MITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFA1is: ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- ECO'°HIC,
COH/1/C.ONS. AFFAIRS 2 /09/82 2 P'1 RH H
02/09/82 SENATE COHH. REPOR l: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. , PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY ECONOMIC, COAAUNITY AND CONSUM ER AFFAIRS -SJ 00142
O -SJ 00285
03/02/82 SENA TE PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 32 NAYS
HOUSE
IN MESS AGES
03/03/82
03/04/82 HOU SE RECE IVED, REFERRED TO ENERGY -HJ 003B8
03/05/82 HOUSE WITHDRAWN F ROH ENERGY - HJ 00404; PLACED ON CALENDAR
03/12/82 UOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/ 16/62 HOUSE REAU SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT PENDI NG -HJ 00621
03/17/82 HOUSE PENDING AMENDMENT ADOPTED: AMENDMENTS ADOPTED: READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 86 NAYS 13
-HJ 007l'o
IN
MESS AGES I REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/18/82 SENATE
03/25/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN F ROH RULES ANO CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL
ORDER CALENDAR -SPJ 005 56; CONCURRED; PASSED AS
AMENOEO; YEAS 37 NAYS
O; OROEREO ENG ROSSED, THEN
ENROLLED -SPJ 00565
04/08/82 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-197
04/21/82
S 05H

GENERAL BlLL BY RENICK IIOENTlCAL CS/H 0050, ENG/ S 02931
VETERANS; AM ENDS PROVISION RE ELIGIBILITY FOR EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS TO
CHILDREN OF DECEASED OR OISA8LEU VETERANS; AHENOS PROVISION RE STATE
EDUCATIONAL 8ENEF1TS FOR CHILDREN OF PRISONERS OF WAR & PERSCNS HISSING
IN ACTION, ET C. AMENDS 295.01 ,.015,.03-.05. EFFECT IVE DAT E: 07/01/82.
01/22/82 SENATE FILED
01/26/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOHlC, COM MUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00072
02/05/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
02/19/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECOOOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CPNSUHER AFFAIRS
03/05/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECOr�HlC, COM M UNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS , APPROPRIATIONS! REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
-SJ 00510
°
03/25182 SENATE OIEO IN COM MITTEE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
REFER TO SB 293 ICH. 82 -93)

S 057S

GENERAL BILL BY RENICK. I I OENT-ICAL H 07061
MOTOR VEHIC LE LICENSES; PROVIDES FOR ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MOTOR VEHICLE
LICENSE TAG & CARO TO CERTAIN NEWSPAPER, NEWSREEL, OR TELEVISION
CAMERAMEN; PROVIDES FEES; PROVIDES FORH OF LICENSE TAG & CARO; DIRECTS
DEPARTMENT TO HAKE CERTAIN R ULtS; PROVIDES FOR APPLICATION OF ACTION,
ETC. CREATES 320.0895. EFFECTIVE OATEI 07/01/82.
01/22/82 SENATE FILED
01/26/B2 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORT ATION, FINANCE,
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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tllSlORY OF HOllSE BILLS

Ul/21/82

HOUSE

Ol/2b/ll.!

IIOUSI:

Ol/05/82

HllUSI:

03/25/d2

IIOUSE

PA1,t: lOb

TARGUEO FOK SlAlE FIS CAL IHPACT; fAkGETt:U FOR PRIV4Ti.
SECTOR IH PACTi INJIWDUClU, RHEkRtU 10 Hllill:.K
tOUCATI��, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ OGOOo
SUURtHRKtU ro SUll(.UHHITTEE UN A!JHINISTRATION 4110
HANAt;tM�Nl
ON COHHllltl Alit:NDA-- S Ull(l1HH.; Jl4 tlub; 'i:)O A H;
OUIU/R2i ON COHHI I IEE AGlNUA, l'tNlllNG SUUC0/'110 lilt
ALl!UN-- 11l<;lirn wuc.; 314 rlOB; 1u::iu AM; OUI0/112
liltU IN CGHHIHEE ON IUGtiER lDULAllUN

H Ob'J I GtNERAL bill oY lRANSPURlAllUN ISIHILAR S 01171
URIYER5' LICENSES; PkOYIOtS FUR PROOF OF NOTICE UY ENIRY IN Hl�HWAY
SAFETY' HOlUR YEHICLtS Ul�AklHtNT KtCOROSi CORRtcrs (KUSS R(FtklNCt.
AHl:NUS 322.LU!,.251. tffELIIYE OATL: 10/01/82.
01/18/112 HOUSE FILtO
01/21/Ul HOUSE INIROUUCEU, PLACEU ON CALtNOAR -HJ OOObb
03/04/62 HOU SE PLACtO ON SPtCIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/0!>/112 HOUSE IOtN./SIH. SEN .I.Tc !!ILL SUBSTITUTED; LAIU UN lABLE UNUER
RULi:, l OtN. /S IH. /CO HPARE 111 LL PASSl:0 1- JUUR TO SB 317
ICH. 8l-201 -HJ OD'olit

H Oo92 GENERAL BILL/CS bY APPROPRIATIUNS, lllGHER EOUCATWN, ROSHI

ISIHILAR
CS/S U3541 COkPAkc CS/Ii Obll4 I
EUUCATIONAL A<.ENCY FUNCT I ONS; CHANGES REI.IUIREHENlS Re ·EDUC. BO. RULE RE
WAJVl:R Of AOHISSION STANuAkO FOR HACHER EOUC. P/WGI\M\Si 1UIJUlRC:.S ll.U.l:.
10 P ROYIOE fOk HSTS WHlCH MU.SURE � OUGNOSE: STUUtNl ACIIH:Vl:.HllH UI
CtklAIN COLLl:t;l; LEYEL SI\ILLS, tTC. AMENDS CHS. 2�9, 240, •. 1201 28J.
EffECTIYt OATt: Oit/21/b2.
01/18/82 HOUSE FILED
01/21/62 HOUSc lAKGUEO tO R SlAH FISCAL IHl'ACT; lAkUlElJ fOk LOCAL
FISCAL IHPAO; lNfllOOUCEO, REFEAAEO 10 111(.HLR
EDUCAI i ,;-1, APPROPklAl IONS -HJ 00086
OI/Zb/82 H OUSE SUllRllL
,U 10 SUllC.OHHlllEE ON ADHINISlRAllON ANO
HANA(,Ll'\L/i I
02/05/82 IIOU!>E ON C.OHHll lH AC.lNCIA, PENDING SUBCOHHIllEE ACT ION-
HIGHtR touc..; JIit HOB; 101)0 AH; 02/IO/U2
02/16/82 HOUSt CUHH. Rll'URl: C/S bY HIGHER EUUCAllON -IIJ OOi.52; NOW IN
APPROPR IA 11 ONS
02/18/112 HOUSc •SU6REFERREO ro S U8COHHITTEE ON
EOUCAIIO-./lRANSPORIATION
02/2b/llt HOUSE ON COHHllll::E AGtNOA-- S UBCOHH.1 4lj c; i:,o PH;
03/0l/b2
03/10/82 HOUSE ON COHHITltE AGENDA-- APPROPRIATIONS; 21 HOB; 6 A.H.;
03/11/62
O�/ll/62 HOUSE CUHH. REPORI: C/S FOR C/S PLACED ON CAltNDAR 8Y
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 005b3
03/17182 HOUSE PLAUD Otl !if'ECIAL ORDER CALEllUAR
OJnVll2 IIOUl>E C/S ktA O flkSl ANO SECOND TlHESi AHENOHENlS ACIOPTtO;
READ THIKO llHEi C/S PASSE D AS A HtNUtU; YEAS IOo NAYS
l -IIJ 00t13l
Qj/24/62 SENATE IN HESSAC.lSi REFERRED 10 RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SHlAlE WllliORAl1N l'KON RULES ANO CALHIUARi SUl>SlifUllO fOk C/S
SU j��. PASStO; YEAS 3� NAYS
O -SPJ OO�uu
03/25/ll2 HOUSE OKUERtU l�ROLLEO
04/09/62 tlOUSE Sll.NlD LIV OFHCERS AIIO PRESENTED TO GUVERNOK
04/2 l/U2
APl'KOYlU HY (.UYl:RNOR (11",•IER NO. 82-180

H Ob93 GENl:RAL UILL 8Y 1:NtK(.Y
ILUH�AKE LNG/S 0�7ll
fLURIUA flllkHAL Lfl-lCILIH.. Y (Out; OUirits "lNER<,Y Pl:RfUkMANLt INOtX OK
INOICl:S"i CREAIES l'kOVlSION f<E DISPLAY OF lNERGY PLRfORHANCt lNDf,( ON
COMPLETED �UILUING�. AHENU� �)J.902; CREAfES ��3.911. EfFECllVt UAlt:
10/01/112.
01/ 16/tll HOUSE F ILEU
01/21/6, HOUSE INIRUUUtEU, PLACl:0 ON CAllNOAR -HJ OOOUo
o,n51a2 IIOU�E DltU CIN CALtNUAR, IUtN./SIH./COHPARL BILL PAS�U,, REI-ER
TO SU �73 ICH. l!Z-1911
II Ob'l'o GENc RAL BILL BY PA lCHE TT
RELIEF/bRENuON GILA; PROVIUE� AN APPRUPRAllON TO COHPENSAIE HIH FOR
CCINTlNUtO ON NEXT PAGE
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HlSlORY OF HOUSE SILLS

PACE 229

11 0778 GENERAL Slll SY OYER ICONPARE ENC.IS 05731
�U!l.OlNo. WOES; t:J(i'Alrii;. .l;X<:HPllON fROH ,SUCH-CO'OES .JQ •l,NCLUOE' f\OllU.E··
HO/>lc:S USLO AS TEHl'OR-ARt Cll'fl._ts • .AI.U:NOS-.5.5l...'.13 • ..EffEC,JJVf P.AJE;
07/0l/bl.
Ol/l�/82 HOUSE F ILl:D
lll/ll/d."! HOUSE:
INTRCiOUCEO, Rl::fERREO TO COHHUIIITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00094
OUU/b2 IIUU�c ON COMH111Lt A(,tilllJA-- COHNUNllY AFfAlk .. ; ll't 11011; ,;oo
l'H; IJt/ ll>/lll
uUll>/c,2 HOU!>E COM. REPURT; FAVORABLE WITH AHENO,, PLACED ON <:ALl:IHJAR
SV COHl'IU,HV AFFAIRS -ttJ 00252
Ol/lo/tll HOUSt: f'LACl:O W S�H.lAL ORDER CALl:NOAR
03/25/02 HOUSt 011:0 uN C AlcNOt.R, lDEN./SIH./COl'.PARE BILL PASSED, Rl:FER
TO SB 573 ICH. b2·1�71
M 0179 GENERAL Bill IIY YOUNG 111:H,NTIC.Al S 0712, S IMILAR S Oo38)
FLURlOA Rl:TIRCHEN T SVSTEH; AUlHORlZES SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO OFFER E AR LY
RETlRl:HLNT Sltct:flTS TO CERTAIN El'li'LOYl:ES, Al'IENOS 121,091. APl'kOPR!AllON.
lffECTlVE DATE: 07/0l/BZ.
01/l'Uil.2 HOUSE flLEll
Dl/2l/a2 HOUS� TAhGEllO FOR STATi FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOk LOCAL
FISCAL IHl'ACJ; INlROC.UUll, Rl:fERRl:.O TO REllkl:Hl::NT,
PERSONNl;L f. COLLECllVE .BARGAIN-I-NG
.. ,-APPROPRl ATlONS
-HJ OOO'l't
.
.
02/0'i/bl. HOUS.E UN COHlllTTEE AC.Et;OA-- SUllCOKH.; 317 11011; I Z:30 PH;
02/10
03/2�/a.: HOu:;1: OIEO IN COMHlTTEE ON RETIREHEN,T, PtRSONtlEL f. COLLECTIVE
SA"(.Alll lNG

H 01ao

GENERAL lllLL IIY cox
LC.CAL (;C,VERNHi:.:H; £.XTENOS HUNIC lPAL CODE ENFORCEHl!til IIOAROS ACT TO
PROVIDE FOR CRf:AllON Of !.UCII rnfORCEHENT BOARDS fOR UNL"ICORl'ORAHO AREA
Of C1.CH COUNTY; PRUVJOf.S f� Af'i'T •• PCWERS f. OUTlt;S; PROV[OES RELA TEO
DUTIES Of COUNTY COKl'IISSIONS ANO A TTORNEVS, ETC. AHtNOS u1. loo.
tffECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/IY/e� HOU�t FILED
01/2�/Bl HOUSt: lARGETEIJ FOR LOCAL FISCAL 11'\PACT; INT RODUCED, Rl:FERRfD
ro COMl'.UNlTY AFFAIRS -HJ 00118
03/2!,/8.2 HOUSE IJltD IN COHHllll:E ON C.OHHUNlTY AFFAIRS

11 07111 <..t::M:kAL bill IIY VOUt-iC.
I SllllLAR ENC/S OBoS I
OISJRICr SCHO�l IIOAROS; OECLARtS LEGISLATIVE INTENT TO REMEOV EXISTING
lNl:QUlTY IN Cl:RfAIN PROVISION:;; t'RCIVIOES FOR kElHSURSEHEIH Of TkAlltL
Hl'ENS.cS Of SCliOOL SOARll Hl:Hbl:RS FOR TRAVEL fROH HEl'ISER'S kESJDENCc
11:CuRf<.EO FOk A PUBLIC PURPIJ!'.E, ETC.. AHENOS 230.2't>l. EFFECTIVE uAHI
07/01/82.
01/l'UBl HOUSE flLEO
01/2 5/C2 HOU �E TARCE TEO FOR LOCAL FI SCAL lHPACT; INTROOUCEO, REFERRED
TOK - 12 fOUCAllUN -HJ 00118
HOUSE SUBREFERREO ro �UuCOHHlllEE ON c:.ENERAL EUUCATION
OUO�/Sl
lcGISLATlL.N; CiN COHHITTEE AGENDA-- SUllCOM/1.; lb HOB;
9:15 AH; 02/10/82
OZ/1.:/112 HOUSE 01' COHHITlf.E AC.E.NOA-- K-lZ E OUC.; Zl', C; -,:t,5 Al'\;
DZ/17/82
02/17/82 HOU!:,f COHN. R�PORT; FAVORABLE WITH AHEND., PLACfO ON CALENDAR
8Y K - 12 EOUCATJON -HJ 00302
03/0 .. /82 HOUSE PLACED ON Sl'ECIAL OROER CALENDAR
03/08/11.2 HOUSE RI; TA lNEC ON ,,L<;ULAR CALEN OAR
u.>/;!5/82 HOU!:il: YLACED CW S�tCIAL ORDER CALENDAR; DIED ON CALENDAR,
lDEN./S[M./COHPARE lllLL PASSED, REFER TO s� do5 ICH.
SZ-20t,)
H 078Z GENERAL bill bY THOMPSON
ISIHlLAR S 0088)
HOWiLL, IIObbY l•t IIUlLOlhG; �kOVlOES THAT SLOG. TO SE ERECTED IN
APALAClllCOLA, nOUSlNG hl:AO�UARTi:kS OF APALACHICOLA RlVcR (. bAY E:STUARI NE
SANCTUt.kY PkCCRAH SE OESlGNATE:O &OSBY L, HOWELL bUILDING; AUTHOkllES f.
OikECJS GENcRAL SERI/ICES OEPT. 10 ERfCT SUITABLE HAR�ER TO REFLECT THIS
OfSI�hAllOk, tTC. EfFt:CllVi: �Alt: UPON IIECOH[NG LAW,
01/19/82 HOUSE FILED
Dl/2�.'li,l HOUSE INTRC.OUCEO, REFERRED TO N ATURAL RESOURCES -HJ 001111
CONTlhU�O ON NEXT PAGE
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HISHJRY OF IIOUSE BILLS

05/:ll>/112 09;19
03/12/8Z

HOUSE

03/16/0.!
03/2!>/tl.!

HOUSE
HUUSI:

ON COHHllltE AGl:NOA-- S UBCOHH.; 214 C; 1;::00 rmu11;
03/ll/&2; PLA(lO ON SPECIAL OROLR LALtNUAK
RlHAll'<S IN APl'KOPRlAllON!.
OHO IN CUHHI 1 TH ON APl'P!JPRIAT JONS

11 11 06 Gl:NtRAL BILL 6Y CRIMINAL JUSJJCt , HOfFITl AND OTHtkS
HILllARY CUUt; PRUVIUiS FUR LERIAIN LUUPlRATIUN ULIWltN FLURIUA NAIIUNAL
GUARD C. Cl�ILIAN LAW ENfURUHtNI AUlHORlllfS; PRUVJULS fOR U5L (If
INFORHAIION OUlAINtO bY Hll\btRS Uf fLA. NATIONAL GUARD At.I) rOK u�t Ur
ITS EWll'HENI C. fACILlllH; l'ROVIOES FOR lRAltONG, tH.• CKtAltS .!.5U.t7!>.
HFl:CTIVt. llAH: Ul'ON 61:COIIING LAW.
OZ/17/bl HOUSE FILLO
OUlll/82 HOUSt: lNIRUOUUO, l'LAc.tO ON CI.UNOAR -ttJ 00301
0)/25/82 HOUSE UllO ON CALtNOAR
H 1107 GEl'<l:RAL bill BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE, REYNOLDS, SMITH, L. J. ICUHPARf
CS/H 0791, H 0838, H 1137, S 06991
t1AIL; PRO\lll}ES LllHTATIONS ON IIOOlflCATION Of BAll CONUI_TIOJ:IS; OtLETtS
PROVISIONS AUIHORlllNG CCRRtCllONS OlPT. 10 .lNVt'SllGATc.0-:1-t:RIAI,-.
OEfE NllANTS TU ASSl�T tOURTS IN IIA�l NG C�RTAIN OETl:RIIINAllON�; RtOUlklS
DlfENOANlS TO PROVIDE ACCURAIE, TRUIHFUL , L COI\PltTE INfOkllATION, tTC.
AIIENDS CH. �Ol. tffECTIVE OATtl 07/01/82.
02/17/82 HOUSE FJLEO
02/22/82 HUU�E INTROUUClO, PLAtEO ON CALENDAR -�J 003lt
OJ/25/112 HOU SE OltU ON CAltNOAR, IOtN,/SIH./COMPARt bill �ASSLO, kEftR
10 HB 113 7 ICH. U2-17SI
H 1108 G ENERAL Sill 6Y AGRICULlURt L GENERAL LEGISLATION llutNllCAL S Obl41
GUvERNMENlAL REORGANIZAJION; TRANSftRS FARMWORKER HOUSIN(; A�SISlANCt
PROGRAM AND IIIGRANT LAIIOR PROGRAI\ FRON GOVERNOR TO LAIIUR L lHl'LOYHtNI
SiCURllY OtPT,i PktSCRlbES IIEHUtRSHJP Of lEGlSLAllVc COl\lll�SION UN
IIIGRANI LAIIOR C. l11E I NllR�TAlE IIIGRANT LABOR COMHISSIUN, Eh.• AlltNUS
CttS. 420, 450. HHCllVt CIAJE; 07/01/8.?.
02/ 17/fl2 IWUSE flLEIJ
02/22/62 11DUSE lNIROUUCEO, REf-ERRlO TO COVlRNHENTAl U�LkAllONS,
APPROPRlAlJONS -HJ 00312
OU2J/fJ2 IIDUSE UN COHI\HlH AGl:NDA- GOV. OP.; 21 HOii; IOJOO All;
0UH/b�
03/0Uti2 l!OU Sc COl\11. RtPOR T: FAVORABLE 8Y GOVERNMENT AL CJl'E RA TICINS
-HJ 00 3·15; NOW IN APPROPRIAJIONS; SUUREFckRl:U 10
SUbtOIIHllltE UN �lNlRAL GDVlRNHlNl
O.Ul6/b2 HOUSE WllllORAwN f-ROH APPROPRIAIIOl'<S -HJ 00621, PLACED ON
CALENDAR
03/25/82 IIOUSE OllD ON CALlNUAR
H llOY GENERAL BILL BY ENERGY 1511\lLAR S 0894, COI\PARt ENG/S :S7ll
ENtRGY C ONSERVATlON; AUltlORI US FLORIDA HOUSING FlhANU AGENC.Y TO
PURCHA S E OR TAKE AS�IGNHENT S OF ENERGY CONSERVATION LOANS; PRO\/JOES
RllJUIRE.HENT S Wllll RESPECT TIIERElO, ETC . AMENDS 'tl0.�03; CkEAHS
't20.SOU5. E.FFECTlVE OAT E: 07/ 01/82.
02/17/82 HOU SE flLlO
02/22/ 8t IIOUSE lNlkOOUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -ttJ 0031L
OJ/2S/112 IIUU�E OlEO ON LALENOAR, IOEN./SIH./C.OKl'ARl:c 81LL PA!>ScO, RlftR
10 SB �73 ICH, 82-1971
ti 1110 G ENERAL BILL bY SELEC.T HEALTH CARE COST CONTAlNMtNT ANO P�ANNING
ICOI\PAR� CS/H 0931, C S/S 0611)1
til:cALTH CARL; ISUNSl:1 I UElt It!. FUNCllONS OF H[ALTH SYSTEMS AGENCIES;
PROVIOES FOR Rel/JEW llY OlPl.; l'kCJVIOl:cS FUNl.llCJNS FUR L OCAL HEALTH
COUNCILS f. FOR ASSl!>SHEtO Of HES; PROVIDES FOR REVHW L Ri:PlAL CJF
VARIOUS STATUTORY PROVISIONS, i:TL. AHENOS CUS. 381 , 39�, 400, 't83.
E.ffECTIVE OATE: 01/01/8,.
02/17/112 HOUSE FILED
02/2l/82 HOUSE. TARGETEU fOR STATE FISCAL IHPACT; lNTkOUUCEO, RlftRRcO
TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00312
02/�'t/82 HOUSE. SUBREFERRlU TO SU8COMMllTEE ON liA.S/CRlHlNAL JUSTICE
ISUtl. JI; ON C.01\HllllE AGENDA- SUUCOIIH.; �l� C; b:00
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December 21, 1981

William T. Childs
Housing & Redevelopment
Administrator
City of Pensacola
Post Office Box 12910
Pensacola, Florida 32521
Dear Mr. Childs:
This is in response to your recent letter regaraing your concerns about
the.proposed Model Energy Efficiency Code for building construction. It is my
understandirig that you have been contacted by Mr. Jack Haslam regarding the
specifics of your letter and that you will provide the details to his office.
Apparently, there is some confusion as to. how the Energy Code applies
to rehabilitated buildings. Perhaps the following will help clear up any
misunderstandings:
1.

Chapter 553.906, F.S. provides that renovated buildings shall
comply with the requirements of the Energy Code insofar as
insulation, windows, HVAC systems and performances, and service
water heating design and equipment selection is concerned.
Further, this section states that the standards contained in
the Code shall apply only to the portions of the structure
which are actually renovated; and,

2.

Section 553.902(3), � defines a renovated building as one
undergoing alteration which varies or changes insulation,
RVAC systems, water heating systems, or exterior envelope
conditions provided the estimated cost of the renovation exceeds
30% of the assessed value of the structure.

Based upon the foregoing, it is our conclusion that if the extent of
the renovation is less than 30% of the value of the building, it is exempt.
If the renovations exceed 30%, then only those portions identified in
paragraph l above need comply with the require�ents of the Energy Code.
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Specifically, what this means is the following:
a.

If ceilings are included in the renovation work, then they must
be insulated to R-19 where space permits;

b.

There are no minimum requirements for windows in the Energy Code;

c.

If the entire HVAC system is replaced or retrofitted, then it
must meet the following SEER/COP levels;

T.;3LE: 10-l
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d.

If a new water heater is installed, it must not have a standby
loss greater than 4 watts per square foot of tank surface area
and must bear the ASHR.-'\E 90-75 label; and,

e.

If a new shower is installed, it must contain a flow restrictor
which limits the flow of hot water to no more than 3 gpm.

The Energy Performance Index (EPI) method of compliance under Section
9 of the Energy Code is an optional approach which considers the entire
building envelope along with its mechanical systems (i.e. ex:erior walls,
ceilings, floors, glass, orientation, doors, space heating and cooling
systems and water heating). Since each of these components are used to
calculate the EPI, it makes little sense to use this approach unless the
entire building is being renovated. Fur:her, it is our belief that if the
entire building were renovated, one of the alternative approaches such as
Building Design by Component (Section 5 of the Code) would be more appropriate
than the EPI method in Section 9.
In su!I!Illary, it is our opinion that on buildings which exceed the 30%
threshold, items "a" through "e" above would be applicable. Although
compliance by the EPI method or other alternative approaches offered in the
Code would be acceptable, they are often not feasible nor are they required.
I hope this will help clear up any confusion regarding this issue.
If you have any further questions, please call Jack Haslam or our staff at
(904) 488-3581.
Sincerely,

Joan M. Heggen
JMH/JH/pi

STATE. OF FLORIDA

DEPART11ENT OF VETERAN
AND CON!l\1UNITY AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
BOB GRAHA.'vt
Governor

JOA.'! M. HEGGEi'-'
Sec�carv

December 30, 1981
Ronald T. Rotella
Director
Department of Housing Inspections
and Community Services
301 North Florida Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33602
Dear Mr. Rotella:
This is in response to your recent mailgram regarding your
concerns about the Model.Energy �fficiency Code for building
construction.
The Florida Model Energy Code was mandated a statewide,
uniform energy code effective October 1, 1980. Prior to that
date the Code had been adopted and in place throughout the
majority of the state's jurisdictions.
Our current activities are revisions to the 1980 Code
and contains only one change relative to renovations and that
is the level of ceiling .insulation. The minimum is now statu
torily set at "R-19 space permitting" '?-nd is now added to the
Energy Code revisions.
Apparently, there is some confusion as to how the Energy
Code applies to rehabilitated buildings. Perhaps the following
will help clear up any misunderstandings:
1.

Chapter 553.906, F.S. provides that renovated build
ings shall comply with the requirements of the
Energy Code insofar as insulation, windows, HVAC
systems and performances, and service water heating
design and equipment selection is concerned. Further,
this section states that the standards contained in
the Code shall apply only to the portions of the
structure which are actually renovated; and,
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2.

Section 553.902(3), F.S. defines a renovated building
as one undergoing alteration which varies or changes
insulation, HVAC systems, water heating systems, or
exterior envelope conditions provided the estimated
cost of the renovation exceeds 30% of the assessed
value of the structure.

Based upon the foregoing, it is our conclusion that if
the extent of the renovation is less than 30% of the value of
the building, it is exempt. If the renovations exceed 30%, then
only those portions identified in paragraph 1 above need comply
with the requirements of t�e Energy Code. Specifically, what
this means is the following:
a.

If ceilings are included in the renovation work, then
they must be insulated to R-19 where space permits;

b.

There are no minimum requirements for windows in the
Energy Code;

c . . If the entire HVAC system is replaced or retrofitted,
then it must meet the following SEER/COP levels;
TABLE 10-l
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d.

If a new water heater is installed, it must not have
a standby loss greater than 4 watts per square foot
of tank surface area and must bear the ASHRA.E 90-75
label; and,

e.

If a new shower is installed, it must contain a flow
restrictor which limits the flow of hot water to no
more than 3 gpm.

The Energy Performance Index (EPI) method of compliance
under Section 9 of the Energy Code is an optional approach which
considers the entire building envelope along with its mechanical
systems (i.e. exterior walls, ceilings, floors, glass, orienta
tion, doors, space heating and cooling systems and water heating).
Since each of these components are used to calculate the EPI, it
makes little sense to use this approach unless the entire building
is being renovated. Further, it is our belief that if the entire
building were renovated, one of the alternative approaches such
as Building Design by Component (Section 5 of the Code) would be
more appropriate than the EPI method in Section 9.
In summary, it is our opinion that on buildings which
exceed the 30% threshold, items "a" through "e" above would be
applicable. Although compliance by the EPI method or other
alternative approaches offered in the Code would be acceptable,
they are often not feasible nor are they required.
I. hope this will help clear up any confusion regarding
this issue. If you have any further questions, please call
Jack Haslam or our staff at (904)488-3581.
Sincerely,
Joan M. Heggen
JMH/JH/pi

M E M O R A N D U M
Skip Burnside

TO:

.

DATE:

January 18, 1982

FROM:

��
Mike Richardson

SUBJECT:

Letter and Resolution Sent to Senator Childers
Concerning Florida's Model Energy Efficiency Code
for Building Construction

The letter and resolution sent by the City of Milton to Senator
W. D. Childers concerning Florida's Model Energy Efficiency Code
raise several issues.

They are as follows:

(1)

The state mandate is opposed and should be repealed
before it becomes law;

(2)

The cost for renovated buildings to comply with the
code is excessive and will inhibit rehabilitation
efforts by the city and discourage homeowners from
making needed repairs; and

(3)

The code is too complicated to be understood and will
require untold manhours to determine the energy efficiency
of a structure.

First of all, the mandatory energy code is already law and has
been since October 1980.

The Department of Veteran and Community

Affairs (DVCA) is amending the code by rule in response to a 1981
state law requiring it to annually update the code to incorporate
the latest available technology.

Some of those changes are

expected to take effect on March 31, 1982, while others will be
delayed until October 1, 1982.

The establishment of a uniform

statewide energy code by the 1980 Legislature was at least in

part a response to the impending enforcement of stringent
federal standards or comparable state standards.

Promulgation

and enforcement of the federal standards have been delayed by
the Reagan administration but are expected soon.

According to

DVCA, Florida's energy code appears to be at least comparable
to the pending federal standards.
The effect of the energy code on renovated structures has been
widely misconstrued by local community development officials
who are engaged in rehabilitation programs.

According to DVCA,

it has received several letters and inquiries regarding this
issue, both concerning the code that went into effect in October
1980 and the proposed changes stemming from amendments made by
the 1981 Legislature.

The recently proposed changes will affect

renovated structures in only one way:

ceilings, if they are

part of the renovation, must have a level of ceiling insulation
equal to or higher than R-19, space permitting.

As far as the

effect on renovated structures of the code that took effect back
in October 1980, most of the confusion stems from the mistaken
belief that all renovated buildings must meet the energy code
in the same manner as new structures.

This is not the case.

First, unless the cost of renovation exceeds 30 percent of the
assessed value of the structure, the code does not even apply.
This exempts most repair work.

Second, even if renovation costs

exceed this limit, section 553.906, Florida Statutes, provides

that renovated buildings must comply with the code only insofar
as specified items are concerned.

Furthermore, only those

specified items that are actually part of the renovation have
to comply with the code,

For instance, heating and air condi

tioner replacements would have to meet minimum efficiency stan
dards, newly installed water heaters would have to have a standby
loss no greater than 4 watts per square foot of tank surface,
and new showers would have to contain a flow restrictor.

(The

R-19 ceiling insulation probably will be required after March 31st
when the ceiling is part of renovations that cost more than 30
percent of the assessed value of the structure.)

And although win

dows are one of the specified items applicable to code compliance of
renovated buildings, no minimum standard for windows exists in
the code.
In some of the inquiries to DVCA, concern was expressed that it
would be entirely too costly for renovated residential structures
to comply with section 9 of the code, which is an energy perform
ance index approach that considers the exterior walls, ceilings,
floors, glass, orientation of windows with respect to the sun,
doors, roof overhang, and all mechanical heating and cooling systems.
This section of the code is designed primarily for new residences,
where the entire building is being constructed from scratch.
Section 5 of the code, an alternative approach to code compliance
called Building Design by Component, is much more appropriate for
renovations sinca they only have to comply with certain specified

components in the first place.

Workshops are planned by DVCA

this summer to better acquaint rehabilitation officials with
the requirements of the energy code.
It is true that some sections of the code, or certain approaches
to code compliance, are more complicated than others.

As explained

above, compliance for renovated buildings is actually very straight
forward and simple__ On the other hand, the current approach to
code compliance for certain commercial structures (using Section 8)
is extremely complicated, sometimes taking engineers or architects
10-15 hours to make the necessary calculations.

The changes pro

posed by DVCA to that approach are expected to reduce that time to
l½ hours.

Other simplifications are also being made to the various

sections of the code as part of DVCA's first annual update of the
original mandatory code.
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By Senator Jennings15-760-82
A bill to be entitled

l

2

An act relating to building construction;

3

amending s. 553.901, Florida Statutes; changing

4

from annual to biennial the Department of

5

Veteran and Community Affairs' determination of

6

the most cost-effective energy-saving equipment

7

and techniques for thermal efficiency and
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providing for public review of proposed changes
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to the Florida Thermal Efficiency Code;
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providing an effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

13
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Section l.

Section 553.901, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
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efficiency code is to provide for a statewide uniform standard

18

for energy efficiency in the thermal design and operation of

19

all buildings statewide, consistent with energy conservation

20

goals, and to best provide for public safety, health, and

el
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553.901

Purpose.--The purpose of this thermal

21

general welfare.

22

Affairs shall adopt, modify, revise, update, and maintain the

23

Florida Model Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construction

24

to implement the provisions of this thermal efficiency code

25

and amendments thereto, in accordance with the procedures of

26

chapter 120.

27

aHa�aiiy, determine the most cost-effective energy-saving

28

equipment and techniques available and update the code to

29

incorporate such equipment and techniques.

30

be made available for public review and comment no later than

31

June 1 of the year prior to code implementation.

The Department of Veteran and Community

The department shall, at least biennially

The changes shall
The term

1
COOING: Words in +u-w+k � fype or• deletions from existing law; words underlined are additions.

15-760-82
"cost-effective", for purposes of this part, shall be
2

construed to mean cost-effective to the consumer.

3
4

Section 2.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

5
6

*****************************************

7

SENATE SUMMARY

8

Requires the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs
to update biennially, not annually, certain provisions in
the Florida Model Energy Efficiency Code that concern
thermal efficiency equipment and techniques. Provides
for public review of the code changes before they are
implemented.

9
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SUBJECT:

BILL llo, ANO SPONSOR:

Building Construction

SB 573 by
Senator Jennings

I. S�:
A. Present Situation:
In 1980, the Florida Iegislature required the Departrrent of Veteran
and carmunity Affairs (DVCA) to adept a Florida M:xiel Energy
Efficiency COde for Building Construction (ch. 80-193, L.O.F.) as
the statewide, unifonn energy code as of october l, 1980. In 1981,
the law was arrended to require DVCA to annually update the code to
incorporate the latest available technology. After holding numarous
public hearings and "'°rkshops, DVCA drafted the required changes
and is rrM in the process of making the first revision of the code
by rule. Acoording to DVCA, the rule should be finalized in early
March 1982, with nost changes becoming effective on March 31, 1982,
and the remainder on oetober l, 1982.
B. Effect of Proposed Olan�:

'lhe bill changes the updating of the energy code from an annual to
a biennial requirerrent. Also, the proposed changes are required to
be made available for public review and c:ament by June l of the
year prior to code implementation.

II.

EXDN)MIC IMPACT AND FISCAL IDl'E:
A. Public:
'lhe 1-year delay in inoorporating the latest oost-effective technology
into the energy code oould result in a short delay in realized energy
savings by creating a short-teI:m inefficiency in energy use.
B. Govemrrent:
Acoording to DVCA, while the requirerrent to update the enE!.rgy code
biennially to inoorporate the latest available technology will
provide a nore reasonable period for public review of and cx:mrent
on proposed changes, the staff "'°rk that goes into nonitoring
technological changes and deteI:mining their appropriate application
to the energy code for building construction will probably not
decrease "'°rkload significantly. Also, staff nercers involved in
the equipient review are also assigned to other functions associated
with the energy code such as training and assisting local building ,
inspectors and contractors and administering the statewide, uniform
energy code.

III.

<XM-!ENI'S:
CUrrently, the entire energy code function is oonducted by a staff of
six professionals and .one clerical support position. No penranent
positions have been created for this program; all personnel are paid
with Other Personal Services (OPS) funds. '!he program is funded out
of the Florida Energy Trust Fund which is in turn funded from the Public
Service camrl.ssion' s (PSC) Regulatory Trust Fund. Acoording to DVCA,
the PSC has rejected DVCA's request for additional funding to detetmine
oost-effective equipient and technology as required ins. 553.901, F.S.
To continue its equipient and technology review inthe future, even with
biennial updating of the code, DVCA estirrates the need for approxinately
$120,000 annually. '!his financial need, however, is not a result of this
bill.
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If this bill becares effective before the rule is adopted which
irrplerrents the first annual update of the energy code, there might
be sorre confusion as to whether this bill affects the adoption of
that rule. 'Ihe rule is expected to be adopted in mid-March, and
this bill, if it �e to beoorre law, takes effect upon becoming law.
DJ. . AMENil>lENI'S:

None

STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN
AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
BOB GRAHAM
Governor
JOAN M. HEGGEN
Secretary

February 5,

1982

Mr. Mike Richardson
Senate Economic, Community
and Consumer Affairs
Senate Office Building, Room 432
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Dear Mr. Richardson:
Pursuant to your request of February 5, 1982,
attached is a memorandum containing the financial
impact of Senate Bill 573 an the Department of Veteran
and Community Affairs.
It is my understanding that
this bill will be presented to the Senate Economic,
Community and Consumer Affairs Committee on Wednesday,
February 10, 1982.
If additional information is required, please
contact our Planning and Budgeting Office at 488-0410.

oan M. Heggen
JMH/CI/jt
Enclosure
cc:

Bill Kynoch
Greg Higgins
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BOB GRAHAM

Governor

MICHAEL C. GARRETSON
Director

JOAN M. HEGGEN
Secretary

M E M O R A N D U M

TO:
FROM:

John H. Haslam

RE:

Fiscal Impact of SB 573

DATE:

February 5, 19 82

Senate Bill 573 changes from annual to biennial DVCA's
mination of the most cost-effective energy-saving equipment
techniques for incorporation into the Florida Energy Code.
bill also provides for public review of proposed changes no
than June 1 of the year prior to implementation.

deter
and
The
later

The department estimates that an annual budget of $120,000
will be needed to adequately address our equipment review acti
vity. A simple annual budget breakdown is as follows:
OPS Contract
OPS Salaries
Expenses

oco

Total

$ ·36,000
65,000
18,000
1,000
$120,900

The Energy Code employs six OPS professionals and one OPS sup
port staff member. Occassional additional support is provided by
other members of the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs
Codes and Standards Section.
The legislature has allocated no general revenue or career
service positions to DVCA for the performance of this function.
We are currently funded through a contract with the Public Service
Commission to undertake extensive code development research and
all general administration and maintenance activities. The Public
Service Commission (PSC) has rejected our request for additional
funding to determine cost-effective equipment and techniques in
keeping with s.553.901. The Energy Code staff has, however, used
existing resources to d etermine the most cost-effective central air

BUREAU OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
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conditioning equipment, and is proposing new SEER levels for in
corporation into the Code.
The continuation and scope of our equipment review depends
on the department obtaining additional funds. DVCA's estimate of
a $120,000 annual budget for this function would not be altered
by replacing an annual with a biennial cost-effective equipment
determination. The Energy Code staff is not large enough to assign
this responsibility to individuals on a full time basis. ·Staff
members heavily involved in other program areas (research, training,
administration) will devote a percentage of their time to the
equipment reviews. If a biennial cycle is mandated, DVCA anticipates
a research period, leading to cost-effective determinations, of
approximately 12 to 16 months. A review period, including public
hearings, of approximately 3 months will follow with Code imple
mentation scheduled for the first of the year. The salaries,
expenses and OCO will remain relatively constant whether an annual
of biennial determination is made. The OPS contract amount may
vary according to the number and complexity of equipment and tech
niques to be reviewed.
The change
period no later
will not have a
proposed a more
changes.
JHH/hac

to the law requiring a public review and comment
than June 1 of the year prior to Code implementation,
fiscal impact to the department. DVCA has already
structured review period for future Energy Code

February 9, 1982 (Revised)
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I. SUMMARY:
A. Present Situation:
In 1980, the Florida Legislature required the Departrrentof Veteran
and Camrunity Affairs (DVCA) to adopt a Florida M:Jdel Energy
Efficiency Ccx:le for Building Const;:.ruction (ch. 80-193, L.O.F.) as
the statewide, uniform energy code as of October 1, 1980. In 1981,
the law was arrended to require DVCA to annually update the code to
incorporate the latest available technology. After holding nurrerous
public hearings and ¼Drkshops, DVCA drafted the required changes
and is now in the process of lll3king the first revision of the code
by rule. According to DVCA, the rule should be finalized in early
March 1982, with rrost changes becoming effective on March 31, 1982,
and the renainder on October 1, 1982.
B. Effect of Proposed Olanges:
The bill changes the updating of the energy code from an annual to
a biennial requirerrent. Also, the proposed changes are required to
be made available for public review and comrent by June 1 of the
year prior to code inplerrentation.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL N'.'YI'E:

A. Public:
The 1-year delay in incorporating the latest cost-effective technology
into the energy code could result in a short delay in realized energy
savings by creating a short-term inefficiency in energy use.
B. G::>vemrrent:
According to DVCA, while the requirerrent to update the energy code
biennially to incorporate the latest available technology will
provide a rrore reasonable period for public review of and comrent
on proposed changes, the staff ¼Qrk that goes into rronitoring
technological changes and determining their appropriate application
to the energy code for building construction will probably not
decrease ¼Drkload significantly. Also, staff rrembers involved in
the equipnent review are also assigned to other functions associated
with the energy code such as training and assisting local building
inspectors and contractors and administering the statewide, unifo=
energy code.
III.

CDM'1ENIS:

CUrrently, the entire energy code function is conducted by a staff of
six professionals and one clerical support position. No penranent
positions have been created for this program; all personnel are paid
with other Personal Services (OPS) funds. The program is funded out
of the Florida Energy Trust Fund which is in turn funded from the Public
Service Ccmnission's (PSC) Regulatory Trust Fund. According to rJ.JCA,
the PSC has rejected DVCA's request for additional funding to determine
cost-effective equipnent and technology as required'in s. 553.901, F.S.
To continue its equipnent and.technology review in the future, even with
biennial updating of the code, DVCA estimates the need for approximately
$120,000 annually. This financial need, ha...lever, is not a result of this
bill.

Date
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If this bill becanes effective l::efore the rule is adopted -which
implerrents the first annual up:'late of the energy co::le, there might
l::e sore confusion as to whether this bill affects the adoption of
that rule. 'Ihe rule is expected to l::e adopted in mid-March, and
this bill, if it were to becorre law, takes effect upon becoming law.
rv .. AMENI:MEN'I'S:
#1 bv ECCA: Changes the effective date to July 1, 1982.
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The Committee on Appropriations offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 4 (applies to Amendment 3)-0n page 2, line 7,
strike: ( 3) The state shall reimburse out of the General
Revenue Fund each county for any expenses incurred by the
county arising out of the enforcement of this act in requiring
child restraint devices.
Rep. Bell moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
On motion by Rep. Bell, the rules were waived and CS/.SB's
298 & 101 was read the third time by title. On passage, the
vote was:
Yeas-98
The Chair
Allen
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Casas
Clements
Cosgrove
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Drage
Dunbar

Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Foster
Fox
Friedman
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Hagler
Hall, C. A.
Hall, L. J.
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges, W.R.
Johnson,A. E.
Johnson, B, L.
Jones, C.F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw

Kimmel
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis
Liberti
Lippman
Mann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meek
Mitchell
Moore
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Plummer,J.

Plummer, L.H.
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Silver
Smith,C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Smith,L. J.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff
Young
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Nays-34
The Chair
Bankhead
Boles
Brantley
Bush
Casas
Crady
Foster
Gallagher

Hall, C. A.
Smith,C.R.
Messersmith
Hall, L. J.
Mitchell
Spaet
Hattaway
Ogden
Thompson
Hawkins, M. E. Patterson
Tygart
Hodges, W.R. Price
Upchurch
Johnson, B. L. Ready
Williams
Lewis
Robinson
Woodburn
Sadowski
Martinez
Sample
Melby
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Sheldon
Nays-Kiser, R. C. Johnson, Hollingsworth, Morgan
Yeas to Nays-Meffert
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
Under Rule 7.11, CS/HB 154, a similar or companion measure,
was laid on the table.

SB 573-A bill to be entitled An act relating to building con
struction; amending s. 553.901, Florida Statutes; changing from
annual to biennial the Department of Veteran and Community
Affairs' determination of the most cost-effective energy-saving
equipment and techniques for thermal efficiency and providing
for public review of proposed changes to the Florida Thermal
Efficiency Code; providing an effective date.
-was taken up, having been read the second time on March
16, now pending on motion by Rep. Batchelor to adopt the fol
lowing amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 2, line 2 after the period insert:
Section 2. Subsection (6) is added to section 553.902, Florida
Statutes, to read:
553.902 Definitions.-For the purposes of this part:
(6) "Energy performance index or indices" or "EPI'' means
a number describing the energy requirements of a residence as
compared to the average energy consumption of a residence
built to prevailing construction standards in 1977. The number
shall be calculated according to rules and procedures promul
gated by the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs.

Nays-6
Upchurch
Tygart
Hawkins,M. E. Patterson
Section 3. Section 553.911, Florida Statutes, is created to
Price
Messersmith
read:
Votes after roll call:
55:J.911 Energ'l} performance index disclosure for residential
Yeas-Mills, Lehtinen
buildings.-The energy performance index resulting from com�
pliance
with the provisions of this part, for new residential
Nays-Thompson
Yeas to Nays-Burrall, Boles, B. L. Johnson, Robinson, W.R. buildings, shall be prominently displayed on the completed
buildings. until time of sale. In conjunction with the normal
Hodges, L. J. Hall, Mitchell, Kiser
responsibilities and duties of this part, the local building
official shall issite an energy performance index display card
So the bill passed.
Subsequently, on motion by Rep. Bell, the House agreed to
reconsider the vote by which the bill passed. Rep. O'Malley
moved the previous question, which was agreed to. The question
recurred on the passage of CS/SB's 298 & 101. The vote was:
Yeas-71
Allen
Batchelor
Bell
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Carlton
Clements
Cosgrove
Cox
Crawford
Crotty
Davis
Deratany
Drage
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley

Evans-Jones
Fox
Friedman
Gardner
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Hagler
Hawkins, L.R.
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Johnson, A. E.
Jones, C. F.
Jones,D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel

Lehman
Lehtinen
Liberti
Lippman
Mann
Martin
McEwan
McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meek
Meffert
Mills
Moffitt
Moore
Myers
Nergard
O'Malley
Pajcic

Patchett
Plummer,J.
Plummer, L.H.
Richmond
Rosen
Silver
Smith,J.H.
Smith,L.J.
Steele
Thomas
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Woodruff
Young

to be placed on the building permit by the local building in
spector at the time of final inspection by the building depart
ment. The display card shall be unifo1-m statewide and de
veloped by the Department of Veteran and Community Af
fairs. At a minimum, the dis.play card shall list the energy
performance index resulting from compliance with the code, the
maximum EPI allowed for the specific house, a location for
the builde1· and local enforcement agency to be listed and to
sign, and general information about the energy performance
index and the code. When compliance with the Florida Model
Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construction is accom
plished under a section of the code that does not require the
calculation of an energy performance index, the builder shall
calculate the EPI according to procedures provided for in the
code or state that the EPI is unknown and might be higher
than the maximum allowable EPI for a housJJ of its size.

( renumber subsequent section.)

The question recurred on the adoption of the amendment,
which was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 2, line 2, after the period, insert:
Section 2. Subsections (6) through (18) of section 420.503,
Florida Statutes, a.re renumbered as subsections (8) through
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(20), respectively, and new subsections (6) and (7) are added to
said section to read:
420.503 Definitions.-As used in this part, the following
words and terms shall have the following meanings unless the
context indicates another or different meaning or intent:
(6) "Energy audit" mea1U1 an evaluation of energy saving
measures in which the estimates of costs and savings are based
on an on-site i1U1pection of the residence of an eligible customer
by an auditor qualified pursuant to s. 366.82.
(7) "Energy co1U1ervation loan" mea1U1 any loan made pur
nant to s. 366.82(3).

Section 3.
read:
J,!0.5085

Section 420.5085, Florida Statutes, is created to
Energy co1U1ervation loa1U1.-

(1) Notwithstanding any provision of law, the agency shall
have the power to purchase or take assignments of, or enter
into commitments to purchase or take assignments of, energy
co1U1ervation loa1U1, if:
(a) Such a loan is made to a homeowner who is the principal
.resident of the home;
(b) The sum of such loans doe11 not exceed $15,000 for any
one homeowner; and
(c) The loan finances alterations, repairs, and impTovements
which substantially protect or improve the energy efficiency of
the property as demonstrated in the results of an energy audit.

553.73

March 17, 1982

State Minimum Building Codes.-

(6) The specific model code of the State Minimum Build
ing Codes adopted by a municipality, county, or state agency
shall regulate every type of building or structure, wherever
it might be situated in the code enforcement jurisdiction; how
ever, such regulations shall not apply to nonresidential farm
buildings on farms, to temporary buildings or sheds used ex
clusively for construction purposes, or to mobile homes used a.a
temporary offices, or to any construction exempted under s.
553.80(3) by an enforcement district or local enforcement
agency. The codes may be divided into a number of segments,
as determined by the municipality, county, or state agency.
These segments may be identified as building, mechanical, elec
trical, plumbing, or fire prevention codes or by other titles
as are deemed proper. However, the State Minimum Building
Codes shall not contain a housing code; nor shall the state
interpose in the area of local housing codes, except upon re
quest originating from an enforcement district or local en
forcement agency.
Rep. Dyer moved the adoption of the amendment, which waa
adopted.
Representative Dyer offered the following title amendment:
Amendment 6-'On page 1, line 9, aft.er the semicolon insert:
amending s. 553.73(6), Florida Statutes; expanding exemption
from such codes to include mobile homes used as temporary
offices;
Rep. Dyer moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.

(I) No loans made under the provisio1UI of this section may
be used to finance swimming pools, saunas, or other recreational
facilities; nor may loan proceeds be used to refinance preexist
ing or outstanding loans.

On motion by Rep. Batchelor, the rules were waived and
SB 573, as amended, was read the third time by title. On pas
sage, the vote was:

(3) The agency shall determine whether there are census
tracts in the ;urisdiction of the state where the income of 70
percent or more of the families in the ce1U1u.s tract is below 80
percent of the statewide median income, based upon the latest
decennial Ce1UIUS data. If there are such C61UIUS tracts, then for
1 year after the effective date of this section, 20 percent of
the funds, or such lesser amounts as allowed by federal law,
shall be set aside to finance loans in these areas. No other in
come eligibility limitations shall be set upon energy conserva
tion loans. (Renumber subsequent section.)

Yeas-86

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 3-On page 1, line 9, after the semicolon, insert:
adding subsection (6) to s. 553.902, Florida Statutes, to define
"energy performance index or indices"; creating s. 553.911,
Florida Statutes, relating to the display of the energy perform
ance index on completed buildings;
·

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Batchelor offered the following title amend
ment:

Amendment 4-On page 1, line 9, after the semicolon, insert:
adding new subsections (6) and (7) to s. 420.503, Florida Stat
utes; providing definitions; creating s. 420.5085, Florida Stat
·utea; authorizing the Florida Housing Finance Agency to pur
·chase or take assignments of energy conservation loans; pro
viding requirements with respect thereto;
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
waa adopted.
Representative Dyer offered the following amendment:
.Amendment 5-On page 2, line 2, after the period insert the
following and renumber subsequent section:. Section 1. Sub
l!'!Ctio.n. (6) of section _553.73, Florida Statutes, is amended to
:read:.

The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Burnsed
Carlton
Casas
Clements
Cosgrove
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Drage
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley

Ewing
Foster
Friedman
Gallagher
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Hagler
Hall, C.A.
Hall,L.J.
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Jones, C.F.
Jones, D. L.
Kershaw
Kimmel

Kutun
Lehman
Liberti
Mann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, S.
Meek
Melby
Messersmith
Moffitt
Moore
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Plummer, J.
Plummer, L. H.
Ready
Reynolds

Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sample
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J. H.
Spaet
Steele
Thomas
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Weinstock
Williams
Woodburn
Woodruff
Young

Hollingsworth
Lewis
Meffert
Myers

Patchett
Patterson
Price
Shackelford

Wetherell

Nays-13
Brown
Bush
Deratany
Gardner

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Lehtinen, Cox, Mills
Yeas to Nays-Nergard
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
CS/HB 27 by the Committee on ApJ>ropriations and Repre
sentatives Gordon, A. E. Johnson, J. H. Smith, and Cox was
taken up. On motions by Rep. Gordon, the rules were waived
andCS for · SB 166--A bill to be entitled An act relating to sexual
battery; creating s. 794.07, Florida Statlltes; requiring the
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SUBJECT:

BILL

Building Construction

I.

AND SPONSOR:

SB 573 by Senator Jennings

stM-lARY:
A.

Present Situation:
In 1980, the Florida Iegislature required the tepart:rrent of Veteran
and Comnunity Affairs (DVCA) to adopt a Florida M:x:lel Energy
Efficiency Code for Building Construction (01. 80-193, L.O.F.) as
the statewide, unifonn energy code as of Cctober 1, 1980. In 1981,
the law was an-ended to require DVCA to annually update the code to
incorporate the latest available technology. After holding nurrerous
public hearings and ;.urkshops, DVCA drafted the required changes
and is nCM in the process of rraking the firs t revision of the code
by rule. According to DVCA, the rule should be finalized in early
M3.rd1 1982, with rrost changes becaning effective on Marcil 31, 1982,
and the remainder on Cctober 1, 1982.
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In 1980, the Florida Iegislature enacted the Florida Energ:,'
Efficiency and Conservation Act (ss. 366.80-.85 and 403.519, F.S.).
Under this act the Public Service Camri.ssion (PSC) is directed to
require each utility to develop a conservation plan within its
service area, subject to PSC approval. Utilities are authorized
but not required to include, as part of their ai;:proved plans, loans
to their custorrers for the purchase of conservation ll'P.asures or
devices. 'Ihe PSC is authorized to guarantee such loans by
pledging up to $5 million of the Florida Public Service Regulatory
Trust Ftmd.
According to the PSC, no investor-cwned utility has a loan program
as part of its approved conservation plan. Clay Electric
Coor:;erative, Gainesville Electric, and Lee County have established
such loan programs and have received pledges from the PSC to
guarantee a total of $1.5 million worth of loans over about the
next year.
Since January 1, 1981, each utility has been required to offer
energy au:lits to its residential cu.starers, the cost of which is
set by the PSC and paid by the custorrer. Minimum requirerrents
for energy auditors are established by the PSC.
Currently, new resirences must corcp.ly with the Florida M:x:lel
Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construction. fust builders
choose to corrply with code under section nine, which detennines
energy consurrption by analyzing the thermal envelope and climate
control systerrs of a residence, and then indexes the residence
against the average energy constmption of a house built to pre
vailing construction standards in 1977. Under the present system,
a house with an energy perfomance index (EPI) of 100 uses 10%
less energy than an average house built in 1977; the lCMer the
m,Tnber, the rrore energy efficient the horre.

March 31, 1982 (Revised)
February 9, 1982 (Revised)
Date February 8, 1982
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Subject:

B.

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 573 by Senator Jennings

Each local governrrent and state agency with building construction
regulation responsibilities is required to adopt one of the State
Minimum Building Cedes as its building code. 'Ihe building code adcpted
by the county, municipality or state agency must regulate every type
of building or structure except nonresidential fann buildings on
farms, tenporary buildings or sheds used exclusively for construction
purposes, or construction exempted under s. 553.80(3), F.S., by an
enforcerrent district or a local enforcement agency.
Effect of Proposed Changes:
'Ihe bill changes the updating of the energy code fro:n an annual to
a biennial requirerrent. Also, the proposed changes are required to
be made available for public review and corrrrent by June l of the year
prior to code irrplerrentation.
'Ihis bill authorizes the Florida Housing Finance Agency (HFA) to
purchase or take assignment of energy conservation loans ll'ade by
utilities purs1.Ent to their PSC-approved conservation plans.
loans purchased by the HFA !TD..lSt rreet the following criteria:
1.

Ee made to a hoireCMner who is the principal resident of
the horre;

2.

Not exceed $15,000 for any one hoireCMner;

3.

Finance irrproverrents which substantially irrprove energy
efficiency as derronstrated in the energy audit;

4. Not be used to finance swimning pools and other recreational
facilities; and
5. Not be used to refinance preexisting loans.
For 1 year after the act becorres effective, 20 percent of the funds, or
such lesser arrount as allcwed by federal law, mrnt be set aside for
use in census tracts where the incorre of 70 percent or rrore of the
families is below 80 percent of the statewide rredian incorre, if cny
such tracts exist.
'Ihis bill would require that the EPI of a ne,, residence be praninently
displayed, on a card to be developed by the DVCA, fran the tirre of
final inspection by the local building departrrent to the tirre of actual
sale. Local building officials would be required to post the cards
at the tirre of final inspection. If canpliance with the energy code
is achieved under a section that does not generate an EPI, the builder
would have the option of calculating the EPI or stating that the EPI
of the residence might be higher than the rraxi.rnum allowed under the
section of the code requiring an EPI. 'Ihe bill also defines EPI and
authorizes DVCA to promulgate rules concerning its calculation.
'Ihis bill also exempts rrobile hares used as terrporary offices from
the application of the State Minimum Building Codes.
II.

EXXNCMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOI'E:
A.

Public:
fue 1-year delay in incorporating the latest cost-effective technology
into the energy code could result in a short delay in realized energy
savings by creating a short-term inefficiency in energy use.

Marcil 31, 1982 (Revised)
February 9, 1982 (Revised)
Date February 8, 1982
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Subject:

Bill No. And Sponsor:

SB 573 by Senator Jennings

To the extent that this bill encourages utilities to include loans
in their conservation program,, their custorrers who are hc::rrea,,ners
will receive below-rrarket-rate loans to purchase energy conservation
neasures or devices.
Revenua losses to the federal governrrent dua to the exenption fran
federal incorre taxation of interest earned by holders of HFA energy
conservation bonds are assurred to be passed on ultirnately to federal
taxpayers in the fonn of reduced services, higher taxes, or higher
deficits.
'!he costs incurred by HFAwill be passed on ultimately to loan
recipients.
Since building departrrents are funded by pennit fees, it is assurred
that building permit fees for new construction will rise $1.50 to
$2.00 per residential unit to cover the cost to local building depart
nents to print weatherized EPI cards and administer their use.
B.

Goverrurent:
Acrording to DVCA, while the requirezrent to update the energy code
biennially to inoorporate the latest available technology will
provide a oore reasonable period for public review of and comrent
on proposed changes, the staff work that goes into oonitoring
tedlnological changes and detennining their appropriate application
to the energy cede for building oonstruction will probably not
decrease ....urkload Gignificantly. Also, staff rrerrbers involved in
the equipnent review are also assigned to other functions associated
with the energy code su:::h as training and assisting local building
inspectors and contractors and administering the statewide, unifonn
energy code.
'!he HFA estimates an annual cost of $39,270 for 2¼ positions
(1 professional, l clerical, and¼ fiscal) and expenses to administer
this loan purchase program. 'Ihese costs ....uuld be passed through t.1-ie
utilities to the loan recipients in the fonn of slightly higher
interest rates.
'!he federal governn-ent will incur an indeterminable loss of revenue
due to the exemption from federal incare taxation of interest earned
on these HFA bonds.
'!he DVCA estimates that the printing of a weatherized EPI card of the
size specified in the bill would cost $1.30 per card. '!he Florida
Hatebuilders Association estimates that 130,000 housing starts will
occur in 1982. If both figures are correct, the cumulative cost to
city and county building depa.rt:rrents would be $169,000.
'!he DVCA estimates that the cost to fonnat the EPI cards, develop
training rraterials on their use, and administer the program would
be $8,800.00.

III.

CCM1ENTS:
Currently, the entire energy cede function is conducted by a staff of six
professionals and one clerical support position. No perrranent positions
have been created for this program; all persoMel are paid with Other
Personal Services (OPS) funds. '!he· program is funded out of the Florida
Energy Trust Fund which is in turn funded from the Public Service
Comnission's (PSC) Regulato:r:y Trust Fund. According to DVCA, the PSC has
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rejected DVCA's request for additional funding to determine cost-effective
equiprrent and tedmology as required ins. 553.901, F.S. To continue its
equiprrent and technology review in the future, evenwith. biennial up:1ating of
the code, DVCA estirrates the need for approxiITately $120,000 annually.
'lhis financial need, ha,.ever, is not a result of this bill.
'lhis bill was passed by the Legislature and ordered enrolled by the
Senate on March 25, 1982.

BILL SUMMARY
Committee on Energy
BILL NO:

SB 573 (82-197)

SPONSOR:

Senator Jennings

COMPANION/SIMILAR:
DATE:

re Nod u Ced

.

Series

HB 693, HB 1109, HB 778, SB 894

Don Wideman

SUMMARY
SB 573 was passed by the Senate on March 2, 1982 by a vote of
32 yeas and O nays. In the House, three amendments were
attached to SB 573. Those amendments are the texts of HB 693,
HB 1109, and HB 778. The amended bill passed the House on
March 17, 1982 by a vote of 86 yeas and 13 nays and was sent
back to the Senate for confirmation. On March 25, 1982 the
Senate accepted SB 573 as amended by a vote of 37 yeas and
O nays.
UPDATING MODEL ENERGY EFFICIENCY CODE (SB 573)
Present Situation
The Department of Veteran and Community Affairs (DVCA) in 1980
was required by the Florida Legislature to adopt a Florida
Model Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construction
(Chapter 80-193, L.O.F). In 1981 the law was amended and
DVCA was required to update the energy code annually for
advances in building technology. DVCA is now revising the
energy code for the first time.
Probable Effect of Bill
Updating
biennial
would be
the year

b

e, Fl 32399-0250
Q Carton�LL.
�

April 26, 1982

STAFF CONTACT:

!I

FLORIDA
STAT�
c. ARCy :.IVE:
DEPARTM
S
EN~1 O F S
1 ·WE:
A. Gi?AY B
UILDl��G
Ta/la:

of the energy code would change from an annual to a
requirement. Proposed changes to the energy code
subject to public review and comment by June 1 of
prior to implementation of the code.

Fiscal Impact
Changing the updating of the energy code from an annual to a
biennial requirement will provide a more flexible period for

BILL SUMMARY
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DVCA to update the energy code and solicit public input.
load, however, is forecased by DVCA to remain steady.

Work

Comments
Currently a staff of six professionals and one clerical worker
have responsibility for the energy code. The program is
funded out of the Florida Energy Trust Fund, which receives
its funds from the Public Service Commission's (PSC) Regulatory
Trust Fund.
ENERGY PERFORMANCE INDEX (HB 693)
Present Situation
Currently, new residences must comply with the Florida Model
Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construction. Most builders
choose to comply with the code under section nine, which
determines energy consumption by analyzing the thermal envelope
and climate control systems of a residence, and then indexes
the residence against the average energy consumption of a house
built to prevailing construction standards in 1977. Under the
present system, a house with an energy performance index (EPI)
of 100 uses 10% less energy than an average house built in 1977;
the lower the number, the more energy efficient the home.
While builders must comply with the energy code, there is no
present requirment that the resulting EPI be prominently
displayed for the benefit of consumers. Additionally, while
several utilities offer rebates for energy efficient homes,
these rebates are not always keyed to the EPI generated by
compliance with the code. Consequently, public awareness of
existing information on a residence's energy consumption that
could affect a decision to buy is not as high as it might be.
Probable Effect of Bill
The bill would require the EPI of a new residence to be prominently
displayed, on a card to be developed by the Department of
Veteran and Community Affairs, from the time of final
inspection by the local building department to the time of actual
sale. Local building officials would be required to post the
cards at the time of final inspection. If compliance with the
energy code is achieved under a section that does not generate
an EPI, the builder would have the option of calculating the

BILL SUMMARY
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EPI or stating that the EPI of the residence might be higher
than the maximum allowed under the section of the code requiring
an EPI.
Fiscal Impact
State Government
The Department of Veteran and Community Affairs estimates that
the cost to format the cards, develop training materials on
their use, and administer the program would be $8,800.00.
Local Government
DVCA estimates that the printing of a weatherized card of the
size specified in the bill would cost $1.30 per card, while the
Florida Homebuilders Association estimates that 130,000 housing
starts will occur in 1982. If both figures are correct, the
cumulative cost to city and county building departments would
be $169,000. Assuming that recent market share patterns prevail,
the total cost for printing for the city and county building
department in counties the size of Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach
would be about $20,000; in counties the size of Orange, Hillsborough
and Pinellas about $10,000; and in counties the size of Bay
(even allowing for higher printing costs) about $1,000. The
workload of each department would also be increased, but, since
the card is to be placed in conjunction with performance of
existing tasks, it would probably be accomplished with existing
personnel.
Private Sector
Since building department are funded by permit fees, it is
safe to assume that building permit fees for new construction
will rise $1.50 to $2.00 per residential unit.
Comments
Currently, awareness and understanding of the Energy Performance
Index of the Model Energy Efficiency Code is limited almost
exclusively to builders who must comply with the code and the
building officials who enforce it. Moreover, when utilities such
as Florida Power and Light or Gulf Power have offered awards or
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financial incentives to buyers of energy efficient homes, they
have generally used efficiency ratings at variance with the
EPI of the energy code, compounding lack of awareness with
confusion. (In the code, a lower EPI number indicates lower
energy usage; in some utility programs, a higher number indicates
greater energy efficiency.) Consequently, it is rare when a
potential homebuyer knows about the code, and even rarer when
the buyer knows what the energy performance index means.
As demonstrated by the automobile mileage ratings promulgated
by the Environmental Protection Agency and the appliance
labeling program of the Department of Energy, widely understood
energy efficiency ratings offer an effective free market
alternative to mandating improved energy efficiency. To the
extent that prominent disclosure of the energy performance
increases consumer awareness and the demand for energy efficient
housing, it will improve the overall cost-effectiveness of the
Model Energy Efficiency Code.
CONSERVATION LOANS (HB 1109)
Present Situation
Provisions of the federal tax code.permit state housing agencies
to issue tax-exempt bonds to provide loan money for conservation
loans (as well as home mortgages), and a number of states have
taken advantage of the provisions. In Florida, however, the
Florida Housing Finance Authority Act of 1980 did not give the
FHFA the authority to issue loans for this purpose.
Probable Effect of Bill
•
This bill would give the FHFA specific authority to issue
bonds for conservation loans; provided that such loans are made to
homeowners who are principal residents of the house being improved,
that the sum of such loans does not exceed $15,000, and that the
loan finances improvements which "protect or improve" the home's
energy efficiency. Eligibility requirements for the property
would be based on the results of an energy audit conducted by a
utility; however, projects involving swiming pools, saunas, or
other recreational facilities would not qualify. Additionally,
if low income census tracts exist, 20 percent of the bond proceeds
must be set aside for distribution in those areas. All of these
requirements track federal requirements and are designed to preserve
the tax-exempt status of the bonds.

BILL SUMMARY
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Fiscal Impacts
Recently Congress changed the allowable "spread" on FHFA loans-
the difference between the bond yield and the effective rate of
interest charged to the client--from one and a half to one percent.
This reduction has effectively rendered the program unprofitable
for state and county housing finance agencies. So Congress is in
the process of reconsidering its action. A conference committee
is now negotiating the specifics of the spread increase. The
allowable spread could go up to one and one-eighth percent.
The fiscal impact of this bill (as well as the viability of the
program) thus depends on what action Congress takes. For this
reason, that impact is best understood when discussed in terms
of one percent or a one and one-eighth percent (or higher) spread.
One Percent Spread
With an allowable spread of one percent, the viability of the
conservation loan program would likely depend on the voluntary
participation of the utility companies. If such participation
occurred, and the administra�ion costs of initiating and servicing
the loans exceeded the amount recovered through the allowable
spread, such additional costs could be recovered by the utilities
pursuant to the conservation cost recovery provision of §366.82(5).
Private lenders would continue to find the program unprofitable,
and the FHFA would lack the resources to monitor or service the
loans itself.
One and One-Eighth Percent or Higher Spread
The situation with regard to the utilities would remain the same,
except that the likelihood of incurring administrative costs
beyond those recovered by the spread would be reduced. At the
same time, an increase in the spread to one and one-eighth would
possibly make the program attractive to some private lending
institutions. The increase would also ("barely", according to
the executive director of FHFA) provide FHFA with operation
revenues sufficient to cover the costs of monitoring the program.
A spread higher than one and one-eighth percent would make the
program broadly attractive to private lenders and would easily
provide the FHFA with adequate revenues to cover program costs.
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Comments
Currently, the most significant deterrents to rapid implementation
of conservation measures in the residential sector is the lack of
readily accessible front end capital to homeowners who wish to
undertake energy related home improvements. Conventional financing,
for both small and large residential conservation retrofit projects,
is virtually unobtainable. Private lending institutions generally
cannot make a profit on installment loans of less than $2,000. If
larger sums are involved, lending institutions cannot profitably
amortize the loans over a time period lengthy enough to allow the
loan recipient to neutralize the additional monthly payment through
reduced energy costs. In the few instances where loans are economi
ically feasible, the prevailing rates of interest severely limit
consumer demand.
The Legislature attempted to address the conservation loan problem
in 1980 through a provision of the Florida Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Act. Section 366.82(3), Florida Statutes, allows the
Public Service Commission to commit up to $5,000,000 from the
PSC Regulatory Trust Fund to guarantee loans offered by Florida
utilities as a part of their conservation plans. Unfortunately,
a lengthy debate over the intent of section 366.83(3) has delayed
implementation of the law.
The PSC's General Counsel ruled initially that the language of the
law restricted conservation loans to utilities. The investor-owned
utilities, who did not want to further burden their existing credit
arrangements, as well as banking interests, who thought the
guarantee and the participation of the utilities made the program
somewhat viable, strenuously objected to the General Counsel's
ruling. Eventually the Commission overruled its counsel and
adopted a rule permitting participation by private lenders. The
rule, as finally amended, was not adopted until December 16, 1981.
Passage of this bill would create an additional potential source
of loan money for consumers. Moreover, because of the tax-exempt
status of FHFA, the loans would be made available at a rate of
interest more favorable than that provided by PSC loan guarantees.
STATE MINIMUM BUILDING CODES (HB 778)
Present Situation
Local governments and state agencies that have responsibility
for regulating building construction are required to adopt
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one of the national building codes approved and listed in §553.73,
F.S. The same statute requires that a building code apply to
all buildings except nonresidential farm buildings on farms,
temporary buildings or sheds used exclusively for construction
purposes, or construction exempted under §553.80(3), F.S.,
by an enforcement district or a local enforcement agency.
Probable Effect of Bill
The bill exempts mobile homes used as temporary offices from
the application of the State Minimum Building Codes.
Comments
Some local governments now use mobile homes for temporary office
space. DVCA has opposed the use of mobile homes, objecting that
local governments have no authority to exempt mobile homes from
State Minimum Building Codes.
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September 10, 1982

GOVERNOR

Mr. Bud Anthony
Director
Energy Management and Conservation
Clay Electric Cooperative, Incorporated
Post Office Box 308
Keystone Heights, Florida 32656
Dear Mr. Anthony:

SEP 1 5 1982

We were pleased to have the opportunity to meet with you to discuss
the energy conservation home improvement loan program that the
Florida Housing Finance Agency is developing under SB 573 passed by
the Legislature last year. From the response that we received from
each of the utilities, we are confident that a program meeting your
needs and those of your customers can be put together in the near
future.
After.discussing the matter with Mark Hendrickson, Director of the
Florida Housing Finance Agency, we have decided that it is now time
for all the parties to meet to discuss the specific structure, tim
ing, and magnitude of the program. Accordingly, I am inviting you
to meet with Mark and myself, along with representatives from the
Public Service Commission and the Division of Bond Finance in the
Department of General Services, on October 1, 1982, in Room 16 of
the lower level of the House Office Building in Tallahassee at 10:00
a.m.
Mark has indicated that he will endeavor to have representatives
from Blythe Eastman Paine Webber and Kutak Rock and Hive, the
Agency's financial advisor and bond counsel, attend. Additionally,
he will.discuss the legal and securities aspects of the program
necessary to meet the subsidized home financing provisio,: of federal
law and of investors.
So that the meeting may be as fruitful as possible, I would suggest
that you give some thought to the following issues which will be
necessary to be resolved prior to finalizing a program.
1.

Timing: If funds can be made available between January 1,
1983, and June 30, 1983, what would be the optimum time to
kick off the program?

2.

Structure: Given that the utilities will be incorporating
the program into their existing audit program with a fol
low up inspection, should the origination and servicing of
the loans be bandled by the utility, a single state-wide
orginator/servicer, or one or several local banks?
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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3.

Magnitude: For the three year period beginning sometime
during the first half of 1985, what dollar volume of loans
do you think could be made in your service area?

4.

Security of loans: Do you see any barriers which should
be addressed in utilizing the PSC's loan guarantee rule
for partial coverage of the loans?

5.

Promotion: To what extent should a statewide promotional
campaign be developed to integrate with your own marketing
arrangements?

6.

Standardization: To what extent can and should the loan
programs of the utilities be standarized?

7.

Barriers: Are there any unnecessary regulatory barriers
which impede the fullest implementation of the program?

8.

Interest rate: If the bonds carry an interest rate of
approximately 9%, to what extent do you think that an
interest subsidy should be made and do you have the re
sources to accomplish such a subsidy?

While this list may not be all inclusive, I hope that in addressing
these sufficient information exchange occurs to establish an excel
lent loan program for the state.
For your information I have included a list of these utilities
expressing some interest in participating in this first bond issue
of the loan program. I think you will agree that this is an
impressive group which has the opportunity to address this program
creatively. I look forward to seeing you here on October 1.
Si�g
_ �rely,

/

·/�UA//
',

__-

�ames M. Harvey�

/As_s'istant Energy Dire�r
{) qovernor's Energy Office
JMH/meb
cc:

Joe Cresse
Mark Hendrickson
Horace Schow, III
Charlie Shelfer
Joe Jenkins
George Meier
/
Mike Richardson ✓

List of Utilities

Bud Anthony

Clay Electric Cooperative

Bob Matheny

Lee County Electric Cooperative

Mary Ann Westfall

Gainesville Regional Utilities

Alan Keesler

Florida Power Corporation

Bruce Doueck

Jacksonville Electric Authority

Lex Hester

City of Orlando

G. J. Kordecki

Tampa Electric Company

John D. Shearer

Gulf Power Company

Jim Kirkland

City of Tallahassee

1

Mr. Bud Anthony
Director
Energy Management and Conservation
Clay Electric Cooperative, Incorporated
Post Office Box 308
Keystone Heights, Florida 32656
(904) 473-4911
2

7
Mr. Gerald J. Kordecki
Assistant Director of Conservation
Tampa Electric Company
Post Office Box 111
Tampa, Florida 33601
(813) 228-4115
8

Mr. Bob Matheny
Manager of Energy Management
Lee County Electric Cooperative,
Incorporated
Post Office Box 3455
North Fort Myers, Florida 33903
(813) 995-2121

Mr. John D. Shearer
Director
Marketing and Load Management
Gulf Power Company
Post Office Box 1151
Pensacola, Florida 32520
(904) 434-8294

3
Ms. Mary Ann Westfall
Energy Services Director
Gainesville Regional Utilities
Post Office Box 490
Gainesville, Florida 32602
(904) 374-2833

Mr. Jim Kirkland
Director of Finance
City of Tallahassee
City Hall
Tallahassee, Florida
(904) 599-8150

4
Mr. Alan Keesler
Director of Energy Conservation
Florida Power Corporation
Post Office Box 14042 - C2E
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733
(813) 866-5200
5

Mr. Bruce Doueck
Division Chief
Division of Energy Conservation
Jacksonville Electric Authority
Post Office Box 53015
Jacks0 :ville, Florida 32201
(904) 633-6123
6

Mr. Lex Hester
Chief Administrative Officer
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801
(305) 849-2121

9
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HB 693

Florida House of Representatives - 1982
By C01T111ittee on Energy
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the Florida Thermal

Efficiency Code; adding subsection (6) to s.
553.902, Florida Statutes, to define "energy
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completed buildings; providing an effective
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553.911, Florida Statutes, relating to the

date
10
11

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

12
13

Section 1.

14

Subsection (6) is added to section 553.902,

Florida Statutes, to read:

15

553.902

16

(6)

Definitions.--For the purposes of this part:

"Energy performance index or indices" or "EPI"

11

means a number describing the energy reauirements of a

18

residence as compared to the average energy consumption of a

30
.... 0:::

19

residence built to prevailing construction standards in 1977 •
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The number shall be calculated according to rules and
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21· procedures promulgated by the Department of Veteran and
22: Community Affairs.
Section 2. Section 553.911, Florida Statutes, is
2 3'
I

U! created to read:
25 l

26
27

553.911

Energy performance index disclosure for

residential buildings.--The energy performance index resulting
1

from compliance with the provisions of this part, for new

n: residential buildings, shall be prominently displayed on the
29; completed buildings until time of sale.

In conjunction with

m· the normal responsibilities and duties of this part, the local
31

building official shall issue an energy performance index
1
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1( display card to be placed on the building permit bv the local

1.20

building inspector at the time of final inspection by the

4

si

building department.

The display card shall be uniform

1.21

statewide and developed by the Department of Veteran and
Community Affairs.

At a minimum, the display card shall be 12

61 inches by 18 inches and shall list the energy performance

1.23
1.24

index resulting from compliance with the code, the maximum EPI

allowed for the specific house, a location for the builder and

9i

10

11

1.25

local enforcement agency to be listed and to sign, and general

1.26

When compliance with the Florida Model Energy Efficiency Code

1.27

information about the energy performance index and the code.

12: for Building Construction is accomplished under a section of

1.28

;3 I the code that does not require the calculation of an energy
lJi

performance index, the builder shall calculate the EPI

1.29

151 according to procedures provided for in the code or state that

1.30

;7, allowable EPI for a house of its size.

1. 31

16, the EPI is unknown and might be higher than the maximum
Section 3.

19

21
23

26
27

28

This act shall take effect on October 1,

1982.

*****************************************

HOUSE SUMMARY

Requires that the "energy performance index" shall be
prominently displayed on buildings, which are subject to
the "Florida Thermal Efficiency Code," until the time of
sale. Provides for issuance by local building officials
of a uniform display card to be used for this purpose.
Provides that the Department of Veteran and Community
Affairs shall promulgate rules relating to the
calculation of the energy performance index.

30
31 ,
2
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Member Amendment No ...

Representatives Dick J. Batchelor
offered the following
Amendment

.... amendment:
On page

2

line 2. after the_."." .insert: ...

2
3.

,.

4

.Section 2 .

5

Statutes, to read:

6

.... 553.902

7

( 6)

.Subsection (6) is added to section 553.902, Florida

Definitions.--For the purposes of �his cart:

"Enerqv oer:::or�ance index or indices 11 or "EP�" weans a number

8 .. describing the enerav reauirements of a residence as ccmcared to the
9

averaqe energy consumction of a residence built to �revail'ng construction

10.

standards in 1977.

The number shall be calculated �ccordina to rules and

. prccedu:::-es orcmulaated bv the De::;artment of Veteran and Cor:mmni tv Affairs.

11
12

Section 3.

Section 553.911, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

. �53.911 .Enerav oerformaace index.disclosure for residential

13
14

buildinas.--The enerav cerfcrmance index resultinq from cc�oliance with

15

.the orovisions of this cart, for new residential buildinas, shall be

16

orominentlv disclaved on the co�cleted buildinqs until ti�e of sale.

17.

conjunction with the normal resconsibilities and duties of this cart, the

18

local buildina official shall iss�e an enercv cerformance index disclav

19

.card to be olaced on the buildinc permit by the local buildinq inspector

In

The disclav

20

at the time of final insoection bv the buildina deoart�ent.

21

card shall be uniform statewide and develoced by the Deoartment of Veteran

22

and Cor;i..munit\· Affairs.

23.

energy oerformance index resulting from comoliance with the code, the

2�

maximum EPI allowed for the soecific house, a location for the builder and

At a minimum, the display card shall list the
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1

local enforcement acencv to be listed and to sign, and ceneral

2

information about the energv performance index and the code.

3

When comoliance with the Florida Medel Enerav Efficiencv Code

4

for Buildinc Construction is accomplished under a section of

5

the code that does not require the calculation of an enercv

6

performance index, the builder shall calculate the EPL

7

accordinc to orocedures provided fer in the code or state

8

that the EPI is unknown and rnicht be�hicher than the m�ximurn

9

allowable E?I for a house of its size.

10
ll

e.:cept that section one shall ta\e e .c fect on July

1952,

12
13

-1

1882,

t section.
Renumber subsequen
_
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amendments

"Condominium Act" make the following changes:
and Cooperative

Advisory Council

F. S.} is abolished; the survey

of

required

F.

by

easements;

Section

and

Condominiums

the

is

718.104,
Division

the

Condominium

(see Subsection

718.501(2},

the

condominium

property

s. , must show all existing

of

authorized

to the

to

Florida

Land

Sales

and

bring

class

actions

for

declaratory relief, injunctive relief, and restitution.
BILL 339 (CHAPTER 82-78} amends Section 420.509,

SENATE

F. S., pertaining to
Agency.

Instead

of

bonds

of

having

the
to

Florida

publish

a

Housing
notice

Finance
of

bond

validation in a newspaper in each county where the proceeds
a

bond are to be expended, as well as serve notice on

housing

the state attorneys of each
Housing

of

Finance

Agency

of

these

counties,

t he

Florida

will have to publish newspaper notice

and serve notice to the state attorney only in Leon County, and
shall

also

publish

notice

in

two newspapers with statewide

circulation.
Building Codes and Construction
SENATE
statutory

BILL

573

(CHAPTER

82-197}

amends

several

provisions relating to building codes, energy codes,

and energy conservation:
First,

the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs'

duty in Section 553.901, F. S., to annually update the
Model

Energy

Efficiency

Code

for

Building Construction, is

changed to a biennial requirement, with proposed changes
164

Florida
being

made

available

to

the

public by June 1 of the year prior to

Code implementation;
Second, Section 420.5085, F.
the

Florida

assignment

Housing
of

Finance

certain

s. , is created to authorize

Agency

energy

to

purchase

conservation

utilities pursuant to their Public Service

take

or

loans

made

by

Commission-approved

conservation plans (see Subsection 366.82(3), F. S.);
Third, Section 553.911, F. S., is created to require the
energy

performance

prominently

index

(EPI)

of

new

residences

to

be

displayed on the completed buildings from the time
k

of final inspection by the local building inspection department
to

the

time of actual sale.

The card to be displayed will be

developed by the Department of Veteran
and posted by local building officials.

and

Community

If compliance with the

statewide, uniform energy code is achieved under a
the

code

that

does

might

be

relative

energy

of

EPI

of

the

higher than the maximum allowed under the

section of the code requiring the EPI.
of

section

not generate an EPI, the builder has the

option of calculating the EPI or stating that the
residence

Affairs

consumption

An EPI is an

arrived

indicator

at by analyzing the

thermal envelope and climate control systems of a residence and
then

indexing

the

residence

against

the

average

energy

consumption of a similar house built to prevailing construction
standards in 1977;
And

last,

mobile

homes

used as temporary offices are

exempted from the requirements of the
Codes.
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CHAPTER 82-196

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 82-196

(12) Notwithstanding the provisions of part I of chapter 287,
promulgate rules for the purpose of entering into contracts which are
primarily for promotional and advertising services and promotional
events which may include commodities involving a service. Such rules
shall include the authority to negotiate costs with the offerors of
such services and commodities who have been determined to be
qualified on the basis of technical merit, creative ability, and
professional competency.
Section 13.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approved by the Governor April 21, 1982.
Filed in Office Secretary of State April 21, 1982.
CHAPTER 82-197
Senate Bill No. 573
An

act relating to building construction; amending s.
553.901, Florida Statutes; changing from annual to
biennial
the Department of Veteran and Community
Affairs' determination of the most
cost-effective
energy-saving equipment and techniques for thermal
efficiency and providing for public review of proposed
chang�s to the Florida Thermal Efficiency Code; adding
subsection ( 6) to s. 553. 902, Florida Statutes, to
define "energy performance index or indices"; creating
s. 553.911, Florida Statutes, relating to the display
of the energy performance index on completed buildings;
adding new subsections (6) and (7) to s. 420.503,
Florida Statutes; providing definitions; creating s.
420.5085, Florida Statutes; authorizing the Florida
Housing Finance Agency to purchase or take assignments
of energy conservation loans; providing requirements
within respect thereto; amending s. 553.73(6), Florida
Statutes; expanding exemption from such codes
to
include
mobile
homes used as temporary offices;
providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 553.901, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

553.901 Purpose.--The purpose of this thermal efficiency code is
to provide for a statewide uniform standard for energy efficiency in
the
thermal design and operation of all buildings statewide,
consistent with energy conservation goals, and to best provide for
public safety, health, and general welfare.
The Department of
Veteran and Community Affairs shall adopt, modify, revise, update,
and maintain the Florida Model Energy Efficiency Code for Building
Construction to implement the provisions of this thermal efficiency
code and amendments thereto, in accordance with the procedures of
chapter 120. The department shall, at least biennially &ftft�aiiy,
determine
the
most cost-effective energy-saving equipment and
techniques available and update the code to incorporate
such
equipment and techniques.
The changes shall be made available for
public review and comment no later than June 1 of the year prior to
733

CHAPTER 82-197

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 82-197

code implementation. The term "cost-effective", for purposes of this
part, shall be construed to mean cost-effective to the consumer.
Section 2. Subsection
Statutes, to read:
553.902

(6)

is

added to section 553.902, Florida

Definitions.--For the purposes of this part:

(6) "Energy performance index or indices" or "EPI" means a number
describing the energy requirements of a residence as compared to the
average energy consumption of a residence built to prevailing
construction standards in 1977.
The number shall be calculated
according to rules and procedures promulgated by the Department of
Veteran and Community Affairs.
Section 3.

Section 553.911, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

553.911 Energy
performance index disclosure for residential
buildings.--The energy performance index resulting from compliance
with the provisions of this part, for new residential buildings,
shall be prominently displayed on the completed buildings until time
of sale. In conjunction with the normal responsibilities and duties
of this part, the local building official shall issue an energy
performance index display card to be placed on the building permit by
the local building inspector at the time of final inspection by the
building department. The display card shall be uniform statewide and
developed by the Department of Veteran and Community Affairs.
At a
minimum, the display card shall list the energy performance index
resulting from compliance with the code, the maximum EPI allowed for
the specific house, a location for the builder and local enforcement
agency to be listed and to sign, and general information about the
energy performance index and the code. When compliance with the
Florida Model Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construction is
accomplished under a section of the code that does not require the
calculation of an energy performance index, the builder shall
calculate the EPI according to procedures provided for in the code or
state that the EPI is unknown and might be higher than the maximum
allowable EPI for a house of its size.
Section 4. Subsections (6) through (18) of section 420.503,
Florida Statutes, are renumbered as subsections (8) through (20),
respectively, and new subsections (6) and (7) are added to said
section to read:
420.503 Definitions.--As used in this part, the following words
and terms shall have the following meanings unless the context
indicates another or different meaning or intent:
(6) "Energy audit" means an evaluation of energy saving measures
in which the estimates of costs and savings are based on an on-site
inspection of the residence of an eligible customer by an auditor
qualified pursuant to s. 366.82.
(7) "Energy conservation loan" means any loan made pursuant to s.
366.82(3).
Section 5.
420.5085

420.5085, Florida Statutes, is created to read:

Energy conservation loans.-734

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 82-197

(l) Notwithstanding any provision of law, the agency shall have
the power to purchase or take assignments of, or enter into
commitments to purchase or take assignments of, energy conservation
loans, if:
(a) Such a loan
resident of the home;
(b) The sum
homeowner; and

of

is
such

made

to

a homeowner who is the principal

loans does not exceed $15,000 for any one

(c) The loan finances alterations, repairs, and improvements
which substantially protect or improve the energy efficiency of the
property as demonstrated in the results of an energy audit.
(2) No loans made under the provisions of this section may be
used to finance swimming pools, saunas, or other recreational
facilities; nor may loan proceeds be used to refinance preexisting or
outstanding loans.
(3) The agency shall determine whether there are census tracts in
the jurisdiction,.of the state where the income of 70 percent or more
of the families in the census tract is below 80 percent of the
statewide median income, based upon the latest decennial census data.
If there are such census tracts, then for 1 year after the effective
date of this section, 20 percent of the funds, or such lesser amounts
as allowed by federal law, shall be set aside to finance loans in
these areas. No other income eligibility limitations shall be set
upon energy conservation loans.
Section 6. Subsection (6) of section 553.73, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
553.73

State Minimum Building Codes.--

(6) The specific model code of the State Miriimum Building Codes
adopted by a municipality, county, or state agency shall regulate
every type of building or structure, wherever it might be situated in
the code enforcement jurisdiction; however, such regulations shall
not apply to nonresidential farm buildings on farms, to temporary
buildings or sheds used exclusively for construction purposes, or to
mobile homes used as temporary offices, or to any construction
exempted under s. 553.80(3) by an enforcement district or local
enforcement agency.
The codes may be divided into a number of
segments, as determined by the municipality, county, or state agency.
These segments may be identified as building, mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, or fire prevention codes or by other titles as are deemed
proper.
However, the State Minimum Building Codes shall not contain
a housing code; nor shall the state interpose in the area of local
housing codes, except upon request originating from an enforcement
district or local enforcement agency.
Section 7.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

Approved by the Governor April 21, 1982.
Filed in Office Secretary of State April 21, 1982.
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Florida Senate - 1982

$8894

By Senator Gordon- (By Request)
35-1168-82

.s.. =

1

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to the Florida Housing Finance

3

Agency; renumbering s. 420.503(6)-(18), Florida

4

Statutes, and adding new subsections (6) and

5

(7) to said section; providing definitions;

6

creating s. 420.5085, Florida Statutes;

7

authorizing the agency to purchase or take
assignment of certain energy conservation
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loans; providing exceptions; providing that a
10

certain percentage of funds be used to finance

11

loans in certain below average income areas

12

under certain circumstances; providing an

13

effective date.

14

15

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

16
17

Section l.

Present subsections (6) through (18) of

18

section 420.503, Florida Statutes, are renumbered as

19

subsections (8) through (20), and new subsections (6) and (7)

20

are added to said section to read:

21

420.503

Definitions.--As used in this part, the

22

following words and terms shall have the following meanings

23

unless the context indicates another or different meaning or

24

intent:

25

(6)

"Energy audit" means an evaluation of energy

26

saving measures in which the estimates of costs and savings

27

are based on an on-site inspection of the residence of an

28

eligible customer by an auditor aualified pursuant to s.

29

366.82.

30
31

(7)

"Energy conservation loan" means any loan made

pursuant to s. 366.81.
1
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2

Section 2.

Section 420.5085, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

3

420.5085

4

(1)

Energy conservation loans.--

Notwithstanding any provision of law, the agency

5

shall have the power to purchase or take assignments of, or

6

enter into commitments to purchase or take assignments of

7

energy conservation loans, provided however that:

8
9

10
11
12

(a)

Such a loan is made to a homeowner who is the

principal resident of the home;
(b)

The sum of such loans shall not exceed $15,000 for

any one homeowner; and
(c)

The loan finances alterations, repairs, and

13

improvements which substantially protect or improve the energy

14

efficiency of the property as demonstrated in the results of

15

an energy audit.

16

(2)

No loans made under the provisions of this section

17

may be used to finance swimming pools, saunas, or other

18

recreational facilities; nor may loan proceeds be used to

19

refinance preexisting or outstanding loans.

20

(3)

The agency shall determine whether there are

21

census tracts in the jurisdiction of the state where the

22

income of 70 percent or more of the families in the census

23

tract is below 80 percent of the statewide median income,

24

ba'sed upon the latest decennial census data.

25

such census tracts, then for l year after this section becomes

26

effective, 20 percent of the funds shall be set aside to

27

finance loans in these areas.

28

limitations shall be set upon energy conservation loans.

29

Section 3.

If there are

No other income eligibility

This act shall take effect on July 1, 1982.

30
31
2
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35-1168-82
*****************************************

SENATE SUMMARY
3

4
5
6

7
8

Provides a definition of ''energy audit'' and ''energy

conservation loan" for use in part VI of the Florida
Housing Act.

Authorizes the Florida Housing Finance

Agency to purchase or take assignments of energy
conservation loans- of up to $15,000 made to certain
homeowners. Provides that such loans shall not be �sed
to finance certain recreational facilities or to
refinance existing loans. Provides that a certain
percentage of funds shall be used to finance loans in
areas in which 70 percent of the families are below 80
percent of the statewide median income.

9
10
11

12

-

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24

-

25
6

27

28
29
30
31

3
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Florida House of Representatives - 1982
By C0111t1ittee on Energy
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to energy conservation; adding

2

aew subsections (6) and (7) to s. 420.503,
Florida Statutesi providing definitions;

4

u

s.. .....

5

creating s. 420.5085, Florida Statutes;

6

authorizing the Florida Housing Finance Agency
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to purchase or take assignments of energy
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conservation loansi providing requirements with
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respect thereto1 providing an effective date.
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26

Section 1.

Subsections (6) through (18) of section

420.503, Florida Statutes, are renumbered as subsections (8)
through (20), respectively, and new subsections (6) and (7)

are added to said section to read:
420.503

Definitions.--As used in this part, the

following words and terms shall have the following meanings
unless the context indicates another or different meaning or

intent:

(6)

"Energy audit• means an evaluation of energy

saving measures in which the estimates of costs and savings

are based on an on-site inspection of the residence of an
eligible customer by an auditor qualified pursuant to s.
366.82.

(7)

•Energy conservation loan• means any loan made

pursuant to s. 366.82(3).

27
28
29
30

Section 2.

created to read:

Section 420.5085, Florida Statutes, is

420.5085 Energy conservation loans.--

31
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2

(1)

Notwithstanding any provision of law, the agency

shall have the power to purchase or take assignments of, or
enter into commitments to purchase or take assignments of,

4

energy conservation loans, if:

6

principal resident of the home;

8

any one homeowner; and

9

10
11

12

13
14

15
16

17

18
19
20

(a)

Such a loan is made to a homeowner who is the

(b)

The sum of such loans does not exceed $15,000 for

(cl

The loan finances alterations, repairs, and

improvements which substantially protect or improve the energy
efficiency of the property as demonstrated in the results of
an energy audit.
(2)

No loans• made under the provisions of this section

may be used to finance swimming pools, saunas, or other
recreational facilities, nor may loan proceeds be used to
refinance preexisting or outstanding loans.
(3)

The agency shall determine whether there are

income of 70 percent or more of the families in the census
tract is below 80 percent of the statewide median income,

based upon the latest decennial census data.

22

such census tracts, then for 1 year after the effective date

24
25
26
27
28
29

30

31

1.20

1.21

l:lus
1.22
l:lus
1.23

l:lus
1.24
1.25
l:lus
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.30

census tracts in the jurisdiction of the state where the

21
23

1.19

If there are

1.31
1.33

of this section, 20 percent of the funds shall be set aside to

1.34

finance loans in these areas. No other income eligibility

1.35

limitations shall be set upon energy conservation loans.

1.36

Section 3. This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY
Authorizes the Florida Housing Finance Agency to purchase
or take assignments of energy conservation loans and
provides requirements with respect thereto.
2
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1.37

188-255-2-2
Assistance Trust Fund."

There shall be deposited into the

1.45

The fund shall be administered by the department

1.47

fund the moneys specified in s. 2 of chapter 79-220, Laws of

Florida.

e££iee according to the provisions of this part and with

moneys appropriated by s. 2 of chapter 79-220, Laws of
Florida, for that purpose.
Section 4.

Subsections (1) and (3) of section 420.405,

1.50

1.51
l.�2

8

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

1.53

10

support.--

1.55

12

from the fund to eligible local public bodies and nonprofit

11
13
14

420.405
(1)

Grants authorized; activities eligible for

The department e££�ee is authorized to make grants

organizations when it determines that:

(b)

Federal, state, or local assistance funds are

1.59

acquisition, construction, maintenance, or support of the

1.61

17

available or are likely to be available to aid in the site

191
20 I
21

22

23
24

25 '.

1.57

A need for farmworker housing exists in the area

described in the application.

18

1.56

(a)

15
16

1.54

farmworker housing described in the application.
(c)

Funds from other sources are not readily

(d)

When an application is from a nonprofit

available.

organization, the governing board of which consists of not
less than one-third farmworker representation.
(3)

The grant authority of the department e££iee under

1.58

1.62
1.62

1.64
l:lo

26 I

this part shall expire June 30, 1984.

1.67

28

amended to read:

1.69

30 I

submi tten to the department e££�ee in a form which it

27

29 !

31 !

Section 5.

420.406

Section 420.406, Florida Statutes, is

Application procedure.--Applications shall be

3
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1.68

1. 70
1.71

188-255-2-2
establishes by rule.

To be considered, an application must

meet the requirements of s. 420.405(1) and:
(1)

Indicate that the sponsor meets all requirements

4

of local, state, and federal lending agencies relative to its

5

eligibility as a sponsor of farmworker housing.
(2)

Be accompanied by a resolution of the governing

board of the sponsor authorizing the application.
(3)
9
10
11
121
13!

Contain such other information or material

required by the rules of the department eff�ee.
Section 6.

Section 420.407, Florida Statutes, is

(1)

Rules: annual reports.--

The department efffee is authorized to adopt rules

141 necessary to implement this part and to further specify the
i
isl purposes for which grant funds may be expended, the required

16 ! content of applications, application procedures, and reportinq
171
i

requirements for sponsors awarded grants under this part.

iol

Governor, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the

1s I

19 !
21 !
22;

(2)

1.73
1.75

1.77
1.78
1.79
l:los
1.81
1.82

amended to read:
420.407

1.72

The department efffee shall submit to the

1.83

1.84
2.2

2.4

2.5
2.7

President of the Senate by June 30 an annual report

summarizing grants made, loan commitments received by
sponsors, and projects initiated and completed.
Section 7.

All powers, duties, functions, records,

24 i

property, unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations,

25;

and any other funds of the migrant labor program and four

2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

26: positions are hereby transferred by a type four transfer, as

2.12

27:

defined in s. 20. 06( 4) , Florida Statutes, from the Executive

2.13

28'
2 9'

Office of the Governor to the Department of Labor and

JO

31

Employment Security.
Section 8.

Subsection (2) of section 450.181, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

2.15
2.16

4
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188-255-2-2
450.181

Definitions.--As used in part II, unless the

2j context clearly requires a different meaning:

JI

(2)

"Department" means the DePartment of Labor and

41

Employment Securitv "8££-iee"-111eans-H1e-Exeetteive-e££iee-e£-el'le

s1

6eve1'ne1'.
Section 9.

amended to read:
450.191

Section 450.191, Florida Statutes, is

Department of Labor and Employment Security

2.1

2.1

2.1
2.1
2.2

2.2

2.2
2.2

10

(1)

The deoartment Exeette-ive-6££-iee-e£-el'le-6eve1'ne1' is

11

authorized and directed to:

;3

workers as to the ways and means of improving living

14

conditions of seasonal workers;

12

(a)

15

(b)

M

17

Advise and consult with employers of migrant

Cooperate with the Department of Health and

20.

2.2

preventive and curative health and of housing and sanitation

2.3

to occupants of migrant labot camps;
(c)

21

2.2

2.2

adequacy of preventive and curative health services available

19

2.2

2.2

Rehabilitative Services in establishing minimum standards of
in migrant labor camps and in making surveys to determine the

18

1:1

Provide coordination for the enforcement of ss.

2.3

2.3

2.3

381. 422-381. 482;

22
I

241
2s 1
I

(d)

Cooperate with the other departments of government

in coordinating all applicable labor laws, including, but not
limited to, those relating to private employment agencies,

26i
i

child labor, wage payments, wage claims, and crew leaders;

28:

provide educational facilities for the children of migrant

I

(e)

Cooperate with the Department of Education to

,91 laborers;
i
30 r

31 I

5
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2.3
2.3

2.3

2.3
2.3

188-255-2-2
(f)

Cooperate with the Department of Highway Safety

and Motor Vehicles to establish minimum standards for the

2.39
2.40

transporting of migrant laborers;
4

5\f

{g)

Cooperate with the Department of Agriculture and

Consumer Services to conduct an education program for

61 employers of migrant laborers pertaining to the standards,

11

methods, and objectives of the department ef£¼ee;
{h)

Cooperate with the Department of Health and

2.41
2.42
2.43
l:los
2.46

9

Rehabi litative Services in coordinating all public assistance

2.47

10

programs as they may apply to migrant laborers;

2.48

11

12
14!

{i)

Coordinate all federal, state, and local programs

pertaining to migrant laborers;
(j)

Cooperate with the farm labor office of the

18

2.50
2.51
2.52

Florida.
(2)

The department eff�ee shall arrange, through the

19

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, for the

20

provision of the supplementary services set forth in

21 !

2.49

Florida state employment service in the recruitment and

15! referral of migrant laborers and other persons for the
16 planting, cultivation, and harvesting of agricultural crops in

17

2.48

l:los
2.55

2.56

subsection (1) (b) to the extent of available appropriations.

22 i

Such services may be provided through tbe use of one or more

2.58

21:

traveling dispensaries, or by contract with physicians,

2.59

241

dentists, hospitals, or clinics, or in such manner as may be

2.60

25

recommended by the Department of Health and Rehabilitative

26,

Services.

27

28 i
29

2.61

Section 10.

Section 450.211, Florida Statutes, is

2.62

amended to read:
450. 211

Adviso.ry committee; membership.--The

2.63

30

Legislative Commission on Migrant Labor is authorized and

2.64

31

directed to establish an advisory committee, which shal l

2.65

6
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2

conform in its operations with the provisions for advisory

2.

committees appointed by standing committees contained in s,

2.

11.144 and which shall contain the following membership:
(1)

One member representing the Department of Veteran

2.

and Community Affairs;
(2)

One member representing the Department of Health

2.

and Rehabilitative Services;
(3)

One member representing the Department of

10

(4)

One member representing the Department of

11

Educ.it ion:

8

9

12

13
14

15
16

17

Agriculture and Consumer Services;

(5)

19

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

2.
2.
2.
2.

One member representing the Florida State

2.
2.
2.

(?)

One member representing the Florida Fruit �nd

(S)

On� member representing the Citrus Industrial

2.

One member representing the Florida Sugar Cane

2.

Vegetable Assogiation;

2.

Council;
(9)

21

One member representing the Florida Farm Bureau

Fed�rated Labor Council:

18

2.

2.

Federation,
(6)

2.

2,

League:
(+�l

One member representing the P¼erida Department of

Labor ann l)l,mployment Secu£ity €e1!11!1ei;ee;
C++l

Not less than two or more than four other persons

selected and appointed by the commission.
qection 11.

Section 450.261, Florida Statutes, is

2.
l:

2.
2.
2.

amendeq t:9 read:
4!i!!-��1

Interstate Migrant Labor Commission: Florida

2.

membershi�,--I� selecting the Florida membership of the

2.

destgnftl:e th13 secretary of the Department of Labor and

1:

Inters�9�� Mi�Fant Labor Commission, the Governor may
7
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Employment Security Ve�er�ft-anft-€8fflffl�fti�y-Affaire as his
2

representative.

3

from among the members of the Legislative Commission on

4

The two legislative members shall be chosen

3.5

I
51

Migrant Labor, and at least one of the two members appointed

3.6

by the Governor shall be chosen from among the members of its

3.7

61

advisory committee.

8

IO
II
12
13
14

Section 12.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1982.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Transfers the farmworker housing assistance program and
three positions from the Executive Office of the Governor
to the Department of Labor and Employment Security.
Transfers the migrant labor program and four positions
from the Executive Office of the Governor to the
Department of Labor and Employment Security. Changes
statutory reference to agencies to reflect such
transfers.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

25

28 I
29 !
30
31

8
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Florida House of Representatives - 1982

HB

778

By Representative Dyer

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to building codes; amending s.
553.73(6), Florida Statutes; expanding
exemption from such codes to include mobile
homes used as temporary offices; providing an

·�J

effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Section l.

Subsection (6) of section 553.73, Florida

11 Statutes, is amended to read:
12

553.73

13

(6)

State Minimum Building Codes.--

The specific model code of the State Minimum

14 Building Codes adopted by a municipality, county, or state

15 .agency shall regulate every type of building or structure,
16 wherever it might be situated in the code enforcement
17

jurisdiction; however, such regulations shall not apply to

V, �
., $..

18 nonresidential farm buildings on farms, to temporary buildings

... C:
c:·�
QJ

19 or sheds used exclusively for construction purposes, or to

3

.e

e .,
::,..c:

-�

<.J ...
0
-c, $..
0
<.J'+-

20 mobile homes used as temporary offices, or to any construction
21 exempted under s. 553. 80 ( 3) by an enforcement district or

�� 22
C. C.

local enforcement agency.

The codes may be dividen into a

23 number of segments, as determined by the municipality, county,

u

or state agency.

26

codes or by other "titles as are deemed proper.

27

State Minimum Building Codes shall not contain a housing code;

These segments may be identified as

2 5 building, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, or fire prevention
However, the

28

nor shall the state interpose in the area of local housing

29

codes, except upon reauest originating from an enforcement

�

district or local enforcement agency.

31

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July l, 1982.
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2
3
4

*****************************************

l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Expands the exemptions from the specific model code of
the State Minimum Building Codes to include mobile homes
used as temporary offices.
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